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ABSTRACT
We present an analysis of J, H, and time-series photometry obtained with the southern 2MASSK
stelescope over a region centered near the Trapezium region of the Orion Nebula cluster. These0¡.84] 6¡
data are used to establish the near-infrared variability properties of preÈmain-sequence stars in Orion on
timescales of D1È36 days, D2 months, and D2 years. A total of 1235 near-infrared variable stars are
identiÐed, D93% of which are likely associated with the Orion A molecular cloud. The variable stars
exhibit a diversity of photometric behavior with time, including cyclic Ñuctuations with periods up to 15
days, aperiodic day-to-day Ñuctuations, eclipses, slow drifts in brightness over 1 month or longer, color-
less variability (within the noise limits of the data), stars that become redder as they fade, and stars that
become bluer as they fade. The mean peak-to-peak amplitudes of the photometric Ñuctuations are D0.2
mag in each band, and 77% of the variable stars have color variations less than 0.05 mag. The more
extreme stars in our sample have amplitudes as large as D2 mag and change in color by as much as D1
mag. The typical timescale of the photometric Ñuctuations is less than a few days, indicating that near-
infrared variability results primarily from short-term processes. We examine rotational modulation of
cool and hot starspots, variable obscuration from an inner circumstellar disk, and changes in the mass
accretion rate and other physical properties in a circumstellar disk as possible physical origins of the
near-infrared variability. Cool spots alone can explain the observed variability characteristics in D56%È
77% of the stars, while the properties of the photometric Ñuctuations are more consistent with hot spots
or extinction changes in at least 23% of the stars, and with variations in the disk mass accretion rate or
inner disk radius in D1% of our sample. However, di†erences between the details of the observations
and the details of variability predicted by hot-spot, extinction, and accretion disk models suggest either
that another variability mechanism not considered here may be operative or that the observed variability
represents the net results of several of these phenomena. Analysis of the star-count data indicates that
the Orion Nebula cluster is part of a larger area of enhanced stellar surface density that extends over a
(3.4 pc] 20 pc) region containing D2700 stars brighter than mag.0¡.4] 2¡.4 K
s
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1. INTRODUCTION
Optical photometric variability is one of the original
deÐning characteristics of preÈmain-sequence stars (Joy
1945 ; Herbig 1962). Although preÈmain-sequence objects
are usually identiÐed by other, less biased photometric and
spectroscopic survey techniques now, modern variability
observations remain a valuable probe of the stellar and
circumstellar activity (e.g., Bouvier et al. 1993, 1995). Such
monitoring studies have shown that photometric variability
is a diverse phenomenon in that the observed Ñux can
change by millimagnitudes to magnitudes on timescales of
minutes to years, often with periodic, as well as aperiodic,
components. For periodic stars, the variability is thought to
originate mainly from cool magnetic or hot accretion spots
on the stellar surface that are hundreds to thousands of
kelvins di†erent in temperature from the photosphere and
rotate with the star. Aperiodic variability may arise from
mechanisms such as coronal Ñares, irregular accretion of
new material onto the star, and temporal variations in cir-
cumstellar extinction (Herbst et al. 1994 ; see also review by
& Bertout 1999).Me nard
Young stellar objects are also variable at X-ray, ultravio-
let, infrared, and radio wavelengths. Each of these wave-
length regimes probes a di†erent aspect of the young star
and its circumstellar material, and they can be used together
to establish a more comprehensive picture of the temporal
properties and physical characteristics of young stellar
objects (see, e.g., Kenyon et al. 1994 ; Guenther et al. 2000 ;
Yudin 2000). Near-infrared monitoring observations,
the focus of this study, are expected to probe relatively
cool phenomena compared with optical, ultraviolet, and
X-ray studies and may probe phenomena not accessible to
shorter wavelength studies, such as temperature, opacity,
and geometry changes in the dust- and gas-rich circumstel-
lar environment.
Variability at near-infrared wavelengths (1.2È2.2 km) has
long been established from aperture photometry of young
stars (Cohen & Schwartz 1976 ; Rydgren & Vrba 1983 ;
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Skrutskie et al. 1996) and extensive campaigns on individ-
ual targets (e.g., RU Lup and RY Tau, Hutchinson et al.
1989 ; SVS 13, Liseau, Lorenzetti, & Molinari 1992 and
Aspin & Sandell 1994 ; DR Tau, Kenyon et al. 1994). More
recent monitoring observations have used near-infrared
arrays to study photometric variability of entire clusters of
stars (e.g., Serpens ; Horrobin, Casali, & Eiroa 1997 ; Kaas
1999 ; Hodapp 1999). In addition to variability best
modeled by cool spots, hot spots, and extinction variations,
these studies have detected variable near-infrared emission
that has been interpreted as originating from circumstellar
material (Skrutskie et al. 1996). However, near-infrared
variability is still not as well characterized as optical varia-
bility, and many questions remain as to the fraction of stars
that exhibit such variability, the amplitudes and timescales
of the photometric Ñuctuations, and the dominant physical
mechanisms contributing to it. Establishing these properties
is of interest in its own right but is also critical for under-
standing how to interpret single-epoch near-infrared pho-
tometry as representative of the mean Ñux levels in assessing
the extinction, stellar mass and age, and accretion charac-
teristics of individual stars.
In this contribution, we present an analysis of J, H, and
time-series photometry over a area centeredK
s
D0¡.84] 6¡
on the Trapezium region of the Orion Nebula cluster
(ONC) that encompasses the northern portion of the Orion
A molecular cloud. Section 2 describes the full data set
obtained for this study and the data reduction procedures.
In ° 3, we identify the variable stars from the time-series
photometry and present a sampling of the di†erent types of
observed variability. Sections 4 and 5 analyze the near-
infrared variability characteristics, and possible origins of
the variability are discussed in ° 6. The implications of these
results are discussed in ° 7, and our conclusions are sum-
marized in ° 8.
2. DATA
2.1. Observations and Data Processing
The J, H, and observations of the Orion region wereK
sobtained with the Two Micron All Sky Survey (2MASS)
1.3 m telescope at Cerro Tololo, Chile, near the completion
of the southern survey operations when auxiliary projects
were scheduled in otherwise idle telescope time. All data
were collected in standard 2MASS observing mode by scan-
ning the telescope in declination to cover tiles of size (*a
in the three bands simultaneously. A] *d)D (8@.5] 6¡)
2MASS frame at each position within the tile consists of a
doubly correlated di†erence of two NICMOS readouts
separated by the 1.3 s frame integration time. The Ðrst
readout occurs 51 ms after reset and independently provides
a short integration to recover unsaturated images of bright
(D5È9 mag) stars. Each position on the sky is observed six
times in this manner, for a total integration time of 7.8 s.
The nominal region surveyed for this project consists of
seven contiguous tiles in right ascension as listed in Table 1,
with each tile centered on a declination of [6¡. Adjacent
tiles overlap by D40AÈ50A in right ascension, to provide a
total sky coverage of The seven tiles wereD0¡.84] 6¡.
observed on nearly a nightly basis for 16 nights in 2000
March. By the middle of March, Orion set early enough
that it became necessary to observe fewer tiles per night,
and by early April, just a single tile was observed. In total,





TILE (J2000.0) Complete Partial
1 . . . . . . 05 33 47 18 3
2 . . . . . . 05 34 16 22 3
3 . . . . . . 05 34 45 26 3
4 . . . . . . 05 35 14 28 3
5 . . . . . . 05 35 42 26 3
6 . . . . . . 05 36 11 21 3
7 . . . . . . 05 36 40 16 3
NOTE.ÈUnits of right ascension are hours,
minutes, and seconds.
36 day time period, with the longest time gap in the obser-
vations being 4 days. The observing log for each tile is
provided in Table 2. In addition to these specially scheduled
observations of the Orion region, the analysis conducted
here incorporates data from normal 2MASS operations in
1998 March and 2000 February. With the above time sam-
pling, the near-infrared photometric variability character-
istics can be assessed on timescales of D1È36 days, D2
months, and D2 years.
The data were reduced using a development version of
the 2MASS data-processing pipeline at the Infrared Pro-
cessing and Analysis Center (IPAC). This development
pipeline is the same one that generated the data products
for the Ðrst and second incremental 2MASS release cata-
logs. The data discussed in this paper, though, were not part
of these incremental releases and will ultimately be replaced
by the results of the Ðnal 2MASS processing. The 2MASS
Explanatory Supplement (Cutri et al. 2000)1 contains com-
plete details of the data reduction procedures, and only a
brief summary is provided here. The output from the data
reduction pipeline for each observed tile includes calibrated
astronomical coordinates, J, H, and magnitudes, photo-K
smetric uncertainties, and various photometric quality Ñags.
Stars were identiÐed in either the individual 51 ms images
or a co-add of the six 1.3 s images using an algorithm oper-
ationally equivalent to DAOFIND (Stetson 1987). For
bright stars mag), photometry is obtained on the indi-([9
vidual 51 ms images using an aperture radius of 4A and a
sky annulus that extends radially from 24A to 30A. The Ðnal
magnitude is computed by averaging the six aperture mea-
surements and adopting the standard deviation of the mean
as the photometric uncertainty. Stars brighter than D5 mag
are saturated in the short-exposure images. Photometry for
stars fainter than D9 mag is obtained by Ðtting a point-
spread function (PSF) to the six 1.3 s images simulta-
neously. The PSF photometric uncertainty is computed
from the Poisson noise within the PSF Ðtting radius and the
observed Ñuctuations in the sky background. On rare
occasions, the PSF Ðt did not converge in crowded regions
and in areas with bright backgrounds such as the Orion
Nebula. In such cases, an aperture magnitude is obtained
on the 1.3 s integration images.
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
1 See http ://www.ipac.caltech.edu/2mass/releases/second/doc/
explsup.html.
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TABLE 2
LOG OF OBSERVATIONS
UT Date Tile 7 Tile 6 Tile 5 Tile 4 Tile 3 Tile 2 Tile 1 Comments
1998 Mar 19 . . . . . . X X X X X X X d [[6¡
1998 Mar 22 . . . . . . X X X X X X X d \[6¡
2000 Feb 6 . . . . . . . . X X X X X X X d [[6¡
2000 Mar 4 . . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 5 . . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 6 . . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 7 . . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 9 . . . . . . . . . . . . . X X X X . . .
2000 Mar 11 . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 12 . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 13 . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 14 . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 15 . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 16 . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 18 . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 19 . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 20 . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 21 . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 22 . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 23 . . . . . . X X X X X X X
2000 Mar 24 . . . . . . . . . X X X X X X
2000 Mar 25 . . . . . . . . . X X X X X X
2000 Mar 26 . . . . . . . . . X X X X X . . .
2000 Mar 27 . . . . . . . . . X X X X X . . .
2000 Mar 28 . . . . . . . . . X X X X X . . .
2000 Mar 30 . . . . . . . . . . . . X X X . . . . . .
2000 Mar 31 . . . . . . . . . . . . X X X . . . . . .
2000 Apr 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X X X . . . . . .
2000 Apr 5 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X X . . . . . .
2000 Apr 6 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X . . . . . . . . .
2000 Apr 7 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X . . . . . . . . .
2000 Apr 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . X . . . . . . . . . . . .
The instrumental magnitudes were calibrated by obser-
vation of a 2MASS standard Ðeld every hour as part of
normal 2MASS operations, with typical 1 p calibration
uncertainties in the nightly photometric zero points of
mag in each band. For our time-series data, the[0.015
internal accuracy of the photometry can be improved by
deÐning a grid of bright, isolated stars within the survey
region as secondary standards and assuming that their
average magnitudes as an ensemble do not change in time.
These secondary standards were selected as isolated stars
more than 20A from the nearest object that are brighter than
14 mag in each band with photometric rms scatter from the
repeated observations less than 0.1 mag. A total of 3649
stars satisÐed these criteria. The Ðducial magnitude for each
secondary standard was deÐned as the average magnitude
computed using all available observations. The average
photometric o†set for each tile relative to this secondary
grid was then computed, with a statistical accuracy of
D0.002 mag. The applied photometric o†sets were typically
less than 0.015 mag per band per tile, except for the 1998
data, for which the o†sets were as large as 0.038 mag. The
1998 March observations were some of the Ðrst obser-
vations conducted with the southern 2MASS telescope and
were obtained and calibrated before the complete 2MASS
standard calibration grid for the southern survey had been
established.
Time-series photometry for each star was produced by
matching point sources with positions coincident to within
1A. Sources were merged in this manner from night to night
and also within a night to account for those stars in the
overlap regions between adjacent tiles. The Julian Date for
each observation was estimated from the starting Julian
Date of the tile and assuming that the scan rate (D1¡
minute~1) along the 6¡-long tile was constant.
2.2. Point-Source L ist
As mentioned in the previous section, not all tiles in our
image data were observed on all nights. To establish as
uniform, reliable, and complete a source list as possible over
the entire region surveyed, the 16 nights in 2000 March
common to all seven right ascension tiles were used to
deÐne the areal completeness limits, the magnitude com-
pleteness limits, and the Ðnal source list.
First, the maximum angular area over which the obser-
vations are spatially complete was determined by examin-
ing the spatial distribution of sources detected on all 16
nights. In J2000.0 equatorial coordinates, this area encom-
passes the right ascension range to and the83¡.405 84¡.250
declination range to for a total area of 5.12[8¡.98 [2¡.88,
deg2. Second, the magnitude completeness limits at J, H,
and were assessed using all stars with at least eight detec-K
stions in the appropriate band and no artifact or confusion
Ñags from the IPAC pipeline processing. The requirement
that the star be detected at least eight times in the time
series is arbitrarily set to remove transient detections (e.g.,
meteor trails) and to reduce the number of double stars that
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are resolved on only a fraction of the nights because of
di†erences in seeing conditions. Stars between [6¡ and
[5¡ declination were excluded from the completeness
analysis to avoid complications in identifying point sources
in the Orion Nebula and associated dense cluster. For our
data, the magnitude above which a star is detected on at
least 15 of the 16 nights in the absence of source confusion
occurs at J \ 16.0, H \ 15.4, and The 5.12 deg2K
s
\ 14.8.
area of spatial completeness contains 18,552 stars with at
least eight detections brighter than or equal to these deÐned
magnitude completeness limits in one or more bands.
The preliminary source list thus consisted of 18,552 stars,
D93% of which have no artifact or confusion Ñags from the
processing pipeline in any of the observations. After remov-
ing those sources Ñagged as persistence or Ðlter glints,
potential lingering artifacts were identiÐed as objects that
either had unusual stellar colors, were detected fewer than
15 times, or had Ñags indicating contaminated or confused
photometry from a nearby star. Many, but not all, of these
D1300 sources were visually inspected in the images. Most
of the objects have processing Ñags indicating that the
source either is an artifact or is real but near a di†raction
spike or potentially confused with a nearby bright star. In
2MASS public data releases, many of these sources have
been omitted to ensure reliability of the output catalogs.
For this project, however, we used the repeated nature of
our observations and visual inspection of the images to
formulate criteria to distinguish real sources from the arti-
facts among the objects with processing Ñags. This analysis
enhanced the spatial completeness of the observations while
retaining a reliable source list. From inspection of the
images for many sources, it became apparent that real
sources are generally detected on every night and usually in
all three bands. Sources detected fewer than 15 times but
without any Ñags set are generally double sources resolved
on only a fraction of the nights, or sources near the com-
pleteness limits but not detected on every apparition. Arti-
facts, if detected on all 16 nights, are usually present in only
one band even though the upper limits to the stellar Ñux
reported in the IPAC processing indicate that the source
should have been detected in the other two bands. Artifacts
detected in all three bands can also be distinguished by their
unusual colors. These criteria were then used to identify and
remove artifacts from the source list.
Finally, point-source detection in regions with bright,
extended backgrounds such as the Orion Nebula are noto-
riously difficult. Therefore, in the core of the Orion Nebula
the 2MASS source list was compared with the deep
(K D 17.5 mag), high-resolution Keck image of the inner
5@] 5@ of the ONC presented by Hillenbrand & Carpenter
(2000). While the 2MASS and Keck images were obtained
D1 year apart and stars could in principle be present in the
2MASS images but not in the Keck data as a result of
variability, in practice none of the 2MASS-only sources
looked to be a convincing point source from visual inspec-
tion of the images. We therefore assumed that any source
present in the 2MASS data but not detected in the Keck
images is likely a knot in the nebulosity and removed it
from the source list.
In summary, of the 18,552 stars meeting the spatial and
magnitude completeness criteria, 744 were deemed artifacts
around bright stars or knots of nebulosity in the Orion
Nebula and were removed from the source list. The Ðnal
source list for our variability analysis contains 17,808 stars
brighter than the deÐned completeness limits (J \ 16.0,
H \ 15.4, in at least one band and within theK
s
\ 14.8)
angular area to and toa \ 83¡.405 84¡.250 d \[8¡.98
(J2000.0).[2¡.88
2.3. Photometric Integrity
With the point-source list established, our next step was
to ensure photometric integrity by removing all photometry
suspected of being unreliable so that true photometric Ñuc-
tuations could be distinguished from spurious individual
measurements. Unreliable photometry can result either
from characteristics that prevent good photometry from
ever being obtained for a particular real point source (e.g.,
a neighboring bright star, a stellar companion, bright
nebulosity) or from conditions that may a†ect a single mea-
surement (e.g., a cosmic-ray hit, meteor trail, a PSF Ðt that
did not converge). Based on visual inspection of many
sources, the following criteria were adopted to formulate
a list of reliable photometric measurements : First, only
photometric measurements obtained using aperture pho-
tometry in the 51 ms frames or PSF-Ðtting photometry in
the 1.3 s images (see ° 2.1) were used. Second, 1.8% of all
objects in the source list were repeatedly identiÐed as
extended at the resolution of 2MASS, as the s2 from the
PSF Ðt averaged over all apparitions of the object exceeded
1.5 in each band. As described in ° 3.1, these sources were
not considered for inclusion in the uniformly selected list of
variable stars, but a few of these extended sources were
identiÐed as variable objects using subjective criteria.
Finally, to remove potentially unreliable individual photo-
metric measurements from the time-series data for a given
star, any individual photometric measurement based on
PSF Ðtting that had a resulting s2[ 3.0 was not used in
judging the photometric variability.
We tested that the estimated photometric uncertainties
(see ° 2.1) accurately reÑect the real noise characteristics of












where n is the number of reliable photometric measure-
ments as deÐned above, l\ n [ 1 is the number of degrees
of freedom, and is the estimated photometric uncertainty.p
iHistograms of are shown in Figure 1 for the J, H, andsl2 Ksphotometry on the 16 nights common to the entire survey
area. The solid curves show the expected distribution forsl215 degrees of freedom normalized to the total number of
stars. (In practice, D20% of the stars may have more or
fewer than 16 measurements, depending on whether the star
is in the overlap region of adjacent tiles or if some of the
individual photometric measurements were discarded as
just described.) Figure 1 shows that the observed and
expected distributions agree rather well for the majoritysl2of the stars, demonstrating that the estimated photometric
uncertainties accurately reÑect the expected photometric
scatter due to random noise. A number of stars have signiÐ-
cantly larger values of than expected for random noise.sl2As discussed in ° 3.1, the majority of these objects are true
variable stars.
To estimate the signal-to-noise ratio of the photometry,
Figure 2 plots the observed photometric rms in the(pobs)time series for each star as a function of magnitude for
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FIG. 1.ÈHistogram of the reduced s2 for the observed photometric(sl2)deviations about the mean for the J-, H-, and photometry fromK
s
-band
the 16 nights in which all seven tiles were observed. The solid curve in each
panel is the expected distribution for 15 degrees of freedom, where thesl2curves have been normalized by the total number of stars. This Ðgure
demonstrates that the observed photometric scatter for the majority of the
stars is consistent with random noise. Stars with large values of aresl2candidate variable stars.
objects brighter than the completeness limits. The observed
rms in the time-series photometry was computed from the
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Figure 2 shows a correlation with magnitude, as expected if
the observed rms in the time series is mostly due to photo-
metric noise and not to intrinsic variability. The observed
rms values range from a minimum of D0.015 mag for the
bright stars to mag for stars near the completeness[0.15
limit. The observed rms Ñoor of D0.015 mag for the bright-
er stars is interpreted as the minimum photometric repeata-
bility for these data, and consequently, a minimum
photometric uncertainty of 0.015 mag has been imposed on
all of the photometric measurements. Based on the esti-
mated photometric uncertainties produced by the IPAC
data reduction pipeline, we Ðnd that 97%, 89%, and 86% of
the stars at J, H, and respectively, have a signal-to-noiseK
s
,
FIG. 2.ÈObserved photometric rms in the time-series data as a func-
tion of magnitude for stars brighter than the deÐned completeness limits.
The observed rms ranges from D0.015 mag for the brightest stars to[0.15
mag (i.e., signal-to-noise ratio º7) for stars at the completeness limit.
ratio per measurement º10, and 99% have a signal-to-
noise ratio º7.
3. VARIABLE STARS IN THE ORION A
MOLECULAR CLOUD
3.1. IdentiÐcation
Operationally, a variable star is a star that exhibits larger
photometric variations over the course of a time series than
expected based on the photometric uncertainties. Several
techniques have been utilized in the literature to identify
variable stars, each with its own merits and limitations.
Historically, variable stars were identiÐed through visual
inspection of image data or light curves. This approach has
the advantage that di†erent types of variability can be iden-
tiÐed visually that may be difficult to pick out in an automa-
ted fashion, and suspicious photometric measurements can
be eliminated by inspection of images. However, the subjec-
tive nature of this process and the large number of stars in
our survey make this an impractical option (although we
did look at several thousand light curves !), and more quan-
titative measures of the variability were examined.
One quantitative estimator of photometric variability is
the reduced s2 of the observed magnitudes (see eq. [1]),(sl2)which directly translates into a probability that the
observed variations could have resulted from Gaussian
noise (Bevington 1969). The technique is amenable tosl2multiband photometry in that the probability that a high sl2is observed in two or more bands can be readily computed.
The disadvantage to this approach, though, is that noise is
often non-Gaussian in confused regions, and a single ““ bad ÏÏ
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measurement can cause a high despite e†orts to removesl2such observations. Further, the statistic does not takesl2advantage of correlated changes in multiband magnitudes
as a function of time, which can be used to identify variables
with a low amplitude. These considerations motivated
Welch & Stetson (1993 ; see also Stetson 1996) to propose
an alternate statistic that correlates the photometric Ñuc-
tuations in multiband photometry. Although the advan-
tages are exactly the limitations of the technique, thesl2main difficulties with this alternate variability index are that
its mathematical properties are not as well understood as sl2(except through Monte Carlo simulations) and it dilutes the
signatures of variability occurring only in a single band.
After examining the results from each of the three tech-
niques described above, it became apparent that a single
criterion could not be implemented to identify all variable
stars, and a combination of these methods was therefore
used. First, a uniformly selected list of variable stars was
created using the Stetson variability index, J, as deÐned in
Stetson (1996), but renaming the index S to avoid confusion
with the 2MASS J-band magnitude. Much of the analysis of
variable star properties that follows uses this uniformly
selected list. The Stetson variability index was computed for
each star from the observed J, H, and magnitudes andK
sassociated photometric uncertainties as




where p is the number of pairs of observations for a star
taken at the same time, is the product of theP
i
\ d
j(i) dk(i)normalized residuals of two observations, and is theg
iweight assigned to each normalized residual (see Stetson















where n is the number of measurements used to determine
the mean magnitude and is the photometric uncer-m6 p
itainty (see ° 2.3). In the case of a star with a measurement
in only one time sample, the product of the normalized
residuals was set to The formula for isP
i
\ d
j(i)2 [ 1. Pidi†erent for stars with only a single measurement since the
expectation value for is 1 for random, Gaussian noise.d
j(i)2The weights, are set based on the number of detections ing
i
,
a given time sample. Time samples with three band detec-
tions were assigned a weight of (implying a total weight of232.0 for the three possible pair combinations), while one- or
two-band detections were assigned a weight of 1.
Figure 3 shows the Stetson statistic as a function of the
H-band magnitude for photometry obtained on the 16
nights common to the entire survey area. For random noise,
the Stetson variability index should be scattered around
zero and have higher, positive values for stars with corre-
lated variability. For this data set, the Stetson variability
index has a positive value on average for the brighter stars.
The origin of this o†set is unclear, but it suggests that a
weak correlation exists between the J, H, and pho-K
stometry, possibly from the fact that the three bands were
observed simultaneously. Nonetheless, the Stetson variabil-
ity index is skewed toward large positive values around the
nominal value, indicating that a number of stars exhibit real
FIG. 3.ÈStetson variability index (S) plotted as a function of H magni-
tude for stars brighter than H \ 15.4. Only data for stars in the 16 nights
common to all seven tiles were used to compute the variability index. The
dashed line at S \ 0 shows the expected value of the variability index for
nonvariable stars, and the dotted line at S \ 0.55 represents the minimum
adopted value used to identify variable stars in this study. The origin of the
positive bias in the computed index values is unknown and suggests that a
weak correlation exists between the J, H, and photometry, possiblyK
sfrom the fact that the three bands were observed at the same time. Note
that 53 stars with S [ 5.0 are not shown, for clarity.
variability that is correlated between the three 2MASS
bands. The minimum value of the Stetson variability index,
which likely represents real variability as opposed to
random noise, was estimated by visually examining the light
curves as a function of the Stetson index and plotting the
Stetson index versus the observed Based on thissl2.analysis, variable stars were deÐned as objects having a
Stetson index S º 0.55.
The Stetson index was computed as described above for
all stars in the sample for two time periods. In sample 1, the
16 nights in common to the entire survey area were used to
select a spatially complete set of variable stars based on
identical temporal sampling. In sample 2, all of the 2000
MarchÈApril data were used, to obtain a broader assess-
ment of the variability characteristics on timescales up to
D1 month. (The D2 month and 2 year variability charac-
teristics derived from inclusion of the 2000 February and
1998 March data are considered below.) All light curves and
images for each candidate variable star were visually exam-
ined, and 47 stars were removed because the photometry
was deemed suspect as a result of a nearby bright star or
bright nebulosity from the Orion Nebula. As summarized in
Table 3, a total of 1006 variable stars were identiÐed in
sample 1, and 1054 stars in sample 2. These two samples
largely overlap, as just 72 variables are identiÐed only in
sample 1, and 120 only in sample 2. The light curves for
stars identiÐed as variable in only one of the time samples
were examined, and indeed many appear variable for only a
portion of the light curve or have Stetson indexes close to
the adopted threshold, but exceeding or falling short of the
threshold depending on which data were included. While




All starsa . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17808
All variables . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1235
Sample 1 variablesb . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1006
Sample 2 variablesc . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1054
2 month variablesd . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 14
2 year variablese . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 72
Periodic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 233
Eclipsing candidates . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
Subjective additions . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
a J ¹ 16.0 mag, H ¹ 15.4 mag, or mag.K
s
¹ 14.8
b IdentiÐed from 16 nights common to all tiles.
c IdentiÐed from 2000 MarchÈApril observations.
d Between 2000 February and 2000 MarchÈApril.
e Between 1998 March and 2000 MarchÈApril.
the observed photometric did not formally enter into thesl2selection criteria, D90% of the stars in both samples have
values indicating that there is less than a 0.1% chancesl2that the observed Ñuctuations could be due to random,
Gaussian noise. The observed distributions suggest thatsl2fewer than 1% of the identiÐed variables are likely to be
spurious as a result of random noise, although the contami-
nation rate in practice is likely somewhat higher because of
non-Gaussian noise (e.g., nebulosity, source confusion) in
some regions.
To evaluate whether our selection criteria for photo-
metric variability were too stringent or too liberal, we esti-
mated the number of variable stars we should detect based
on the statistics of the observed and expected distribu-sl2tions shown in Figure 1. Assuming for the moment that
only stars with are variables, and subtracting thesl2 º 2expected distribution from the observed distribution, thesl2predicted number of variable stars is D900 at band andK
sD1300 at J band. Compared with D1100 variables actually
identiÐed in our analysis, we conclude that our adopted
criteria with regard to the Stetson index have identiÐed
approximately the number of variables expected given the
noise characteristics of the data and the observed photo-
metric Ñuctuations.
In addition to the variable star sample selected strictly
according to the Stetson index, we also include stars in our
variable star list that have sufficiently impressive variability
as judged from visual inspection of light curves but which
did not meet the imposed Stetson index and PSF thresh-
olds. Light curves were identiÐed for visual inspection based
on one or more of the following quantitative criteria : (1)
large in one or more bands but otherwise a small Stetsonsl2index, (2) long-term photometric variations, as deÐned in
° 5.3.1, (3) signiÐcant periods in a Lomb-Scargle analysis
despite small Stetson index (see ° 5.3.2), and (4) sources
extended at the 2MASS resolution, but having a large
Stetson index. These somewhat arbitrary additions consti-
tute a small percentage (D10%) of the Ðnal variable star list.
Table 4 summarizes the photometric properties of the
1235 variable stars identiÐed from our data. Included in the
table are an identiÐcation number, the equatorial J2000.0
coordinates, the average J, H, and magnitudes, theK
sobserved photometric rms in each, the number of high-
quality photometric measurements used to assess the varia-
bility, the Stetson variability index, and a six-digit Ñag that
indicates the variability exhibited by the star. The photo-
metric information and Stetson index reported in this table
were computed using all available photometry meeting the
criteria in ° 2.3. Each digit in the variability Ñag represents a
di†erent variability indicator and is set to ““ 1 ÏÏ if the star
exhibits that type of variability, and set to ““ 0 ÏÏ otherwise. In
order starting from the leftmost, the digits represent (1)
variability in the 16 nights common to the survey area as
indicated by the Stetson index, (2) variability identiÐed in
the entire 2000 MarchÈApril time series as indicated by the
Stetson index, (3) long-term variability relative to either the
1998 March or 2000 February data (see ° 5.3.1), (4) periodic-
ity as determined from the Lomb-Scargle periodogram
analysis (see ° 5.3.2), (5) a candidate eclipsing system (see
° 6.4), and (6) variability identiÐed from subjective, visual
inspection of the light curves, usually among sources that
appear extended at the 2MASS resolution. Note that one or
more of the Ðrst Ðve digits in the variability Ñag may be set
for any individual star.
TABLE 4
NEAR-INFRARED VARIABLE STARS
J2000.0 EQUATORIAL (deg) MAGNITUDESa OBSERVED RMSa N VARIABILITY







91 . . . . . . . 83.410336 [6.000067 13.724 13.086 12.814 0.035 0.031 0.043 22 21 21 0.46 110000
123 . . . . . . 83.412085 [7.502039 11.428 10.809 10.573 0.055 0.063 0.056 19 19 19 0.89 000001
237 . . . . . . 83.418483 [3.056776 14.113 13.511 13.126 0.053 0.058 0.086 21 21 21 0.79 110000
292 . . . . . . 83.421295 [3.224478 14.872 14.484 14.351 0.113 0.120 0.146 20 20 20 1.09 110000
307 . . . . . . 83.421983 [4.823802 12.192 11.525 11.292 0.035 0.039 0.037 20 20 20 0.87 110000
NOTE.ÈTable 4 is presented in its entirety in the electronic edition of the Astronomical Journal. A portion is shown here for guidance regarding its
form and content.
a Photometric parameters computed using all available data.
b Each digit represents a di†erent variability characteristic ; from Ðrst digit to last,
1. Variable on 16 nights common to entire area ;
2. Variable in 2000 MarchÈApril data ;
3. Long-term variability in 2000 February, 1998 March, or both ;
4. Periodic variable ;
5. Eclipsing candidate ; and
6. Selected as variable from subjective inspection of light curves.
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FIG. 4.ÈPhotometric data for star 5123, which has a Stetson variability
index (S \ 0.58) that is just above the limit (0.55) to be classiÐed as a
variable. The left panels show the J, H, and light curves. The Ðrst dataK
spoint in each light curve is from 1998 March, the second data point from
2000 February, and the remaining photometry from 2000 MarchÈApril.
The vertical bars through the data points represent the ^1 p photometric
uncertainties. The right panels show the vs. color-magnitudeK
s
H[K
sdiagram and the J[H vs. color-color diagram for each data pointH[K
sin the time series, where the dotted lines represent the interstellar
reddening vector from Cohen et al. (1981) transformed into the 2MASS
photometric system (Carpenter 2001). The uncertainties in the photometric
measurements have been omitted for clarity. The solid line in the color-
magnitude diagram is the 1 Myr preÈmain-sequence isochrone from
DÏAntona & Mazzitelli (1997) for stellar masses between 0.08 and 3 M
_
.
The solid curves in the color-color diagram are the loci of red giant and
main-sequence stars from Bessell & Brett (1988) in the 2MASS color
system.
3.2. L ight Curves
For each variable star listed in Table 4, a Ðgure has been
generated showing the J, H, and light curves and theK
s
K
sversus color-magnitude diagram and J[H versusH[K
scolor-color diagram for the time-series data. It is notH[K
sfeasible to present Ðgures for all 1235 variable stars here,
but Ðgures for all variable stars are available in the elec-
tronic version of this article. (The electronic versions of the
Ðgures also include the J[H and H[K light curves, the J
vs. J[H color-magnitude diagram, postage-stamp J, H,
and images, and a tabular summary of the photometricK
sdata.) Further, GIF images for each star, along with search
capabilities by object name or coordinates, links to tabular
data, and cross-references to existing optical and near-
infrared catalogs are also currently available at J. M. C.Ïs
World Wide Web site.2 Many of the stars display unique
variability characteristics that can only be appreciated from
inspection of these Ðgures.
Figures 4È13 present a sampling of the observed near-
infrared variability characteristics. Figure 4 shows a star
with a Stetson index of 0.58 (just above the adopted thresh-
old of 0.55 to identify variable stars) that exhibits correlated,
low-amplitude magnitude changes in all three bands. Figure
5 illustrates a star with periodic, nearly sinusoidal, colorless
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
2 See http ://www.astro.caltech.edu/Djmc/variables/orion.
FIG. 5.ÈPhotometric data for star 3730, classiÐed as a periodic star
based on the Lomb-Scargle periodogram analysis (see ° 5.3.2). The derived
period in each band is D8 days.
variations with a peak-to-peak amplitude of D0.25 mag in
each band. Figure 6 also shows a periodic system in which
the photometric Ñuctuations do not occur smoothly in time,
but on discrete days, as expected for an eclipsing binary
system. As opposed to the relatively rapid Ñuctuations illus-
trated thus far, Figure 7 shows a star that continuously
brightened over the 2000 MarchÈApril time period. The
brightness of the star, however, did not change signiÐcantly
between 1998 March and 2000 March, suggesting that these
variations are not a long-term trend.
Some of the larger amplitude variables also display sig-
niÐcant color variations. Figure 8 shows a star (YY Ori) in
which the photometric Ñuctuations are largest at bandK
s
FIG. 6.ÈPhotometric data for star 8783 (also known as BM Ori), classi-
Ðed as an eclipsing system based on the simultaneous drops in the J, H,
and magnitudes on 3 discrete days. This eclipsing system was identiÐedK
spreviously from optical observations (see, e.g., Antokhina, Ismailov, &
Cherepashchuk 1989 and references therein).
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FIG. 7.ÈPhotometric data for star 4067, an example of a star that
steadily increased in brightness in the 2000 MarchÈApril time period. The
1998 March photometry, though, indicates that this has not been a long-
term trend.
and the stellar colors become bluer as the star gets fainter.
Figure 9, on the other hand, illustrates one of the more
dramatic instances where the amplitude Ñuctuations are
largest at J band and the stellar colors become redder as
the star gets fainter, with the Ñuctuations occurring on a
day-to-day basis. Not all stars with color changes vary con-
tinuously in time, as Figure 10 presents a star in which the
photometry was relatively constant for the Ðrst 2 weeks
of the 2000 MarchÈApril observations prior to the starÏs
becoming fainter by 1È2 mag in each band, with progres-
sively redder colors. Further, as the star faded in brightness,
FIG. 8.ÈPhotometric data for star 5707 (also known as YY Ori), an
example of a star in which the stellar colors become bluer as the star gets
fainter. The senses of the color-magnitude changes are the opposite of that
expected from either rotational modulation by hot spots or extinction
variations but are consistent with a model in which the geometry or mass
accretion rate in a circumstellar disk changes with time.
FIG. 9.ÈPhotometric data for star 11926 (also known as AO Ori), an
example of a star in which the stellar colors become redder as the star gets
fainter. Qualitatively, the photometric Ñuctuations are consistent with
either the presence of time-variable hot spots or variations in the amount
of extinction.
a near-infrared excess became apparent for 2È3 days. By the
end of the time-series observations, the magnitudes and
colors were nearly back to the values at the start of the
observations. Figure 11 shows another star with large color
variations, but in which the slope of the photometric Ñuc-
tuations is less steep in the color-color diagram and more
steep in the color-magnitude diagram than in the prior
examples. The photometric Ñuctuations in this star are also
suggestive of quasi-periodic variations.
Finally, we illustrate two examples of stars that display
long-term photometric variability. The star in Figure 12
FIG. 10.ÈPhotometric data for star 1048, another example of a star in
which the stellar colors become redder as the star gets fainter (see also Fig.
9). In this instance, the stellar magnitudes are relatively constant for the
Ðrst 2 weeks of the time series before the star becomes fainter by over 1
mag in each band, with progressively redder colors over a period of a
couple of days. As the star fades in brightness, a near-infrared excess
becomes apparent for 2È3 days.
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FIG. 11.ÈPhotometric data for star 13688 (also known as AW Ori),
another example of a star in which the stellar colors become redder as the
star gets fainter (see also Figs. 9 and 10). In this instance, the star exhibits
quasi-periodic Ñuctuations, and the colors and magnitudes vary along a
vector that is shallower in the color-color diagram than prior examples
and steeper in the color-magnitude diagrams.
was not identiÐed as a variable in the 2000 MarchÈApril
time-series data, but it decreased in brightness by D1 mag
relative to the 1998 March observations. The star in Figure
13 is variable in the 2000 MarchÈApril observations and
shows even larger photometric Ñuctuations when the 1998
March data are included. The long-term variability charac-
teristics are such that while the star became fainter at J
band over a 2 year period, it simultaneously brightened at
band.K
s
4. PROPERTIES OF THE VARIABLE STARS
In this section, we discuss the properties of the 1006 uni-
formly selected variable stars from sample 1 (see Table 3),
FIG. 12.ÈPhotometric data for star 10527, an example of a star that is
not variable in the 2000 MarchÈApril time frame but exhibits longer term
photometric Ñuctuations in both the 1998 March and 2000 February
observations.
FIG. 13.ÈPhotometric data for star 5841 (also known as JW 101 and
V1314 Ori), a second example of a star that exhibits long-term photometric
variability relative to the 2000 MarchÈApril time-series data (see also Fig.
12). In this case, the star is identiÐed as a variable in the 2000 MarchÈApril
data but exhibits even larger Ñuctuations in the 1998 March data. The
long-term variability is such that the star became fainter at J band while
simultaneously getting brighter at band.K
s
including the spatial distribution of near-infrared variables
compared with other tracers of the Orion star-forming
region, the fraction of the Orion stars exhibiting near-
infrared variability, and the distribution of the variable stars
in color-magnitude and color-color diagrams. In the follow-
ing section, we analyze the amplitude, color, and timescale
characteristics of the variable stellar population.
4.1. Spatial Distribution
The spatial distribution of the variable stars from sample
1 is presented in Figure 14. Also shown for comparison are
(1) the spatial distribution of all stars brighter than K
s
\
14.8 displayed both as discrete sources and as a surface
density map, (2) Ha-emitting stars from the Kiso surveys
with a Kiso class of 3, 4, or 5 (Wiramihardja et al. 1991,
1993 ; see also Parsamian & Chavira 1982), (3) the 305 vari-
able stars from sample 1 that have a near-infrared excess in
the J[H versus color-color diagram (see ° 4.3), andH[K
s(4) a map of the Orion molecular cloud as traced by 13CO
(1È0) emission (Bally et al. 1987).
Figure 14 shows that near-infrared variable stars are
found in substantial numbers between declinations of about
[7¡ and which closely reÑects the distribution of[4¡.5,
enhanced star counts. The densest concentrationK
s
-band
of variables is located toward the Trapezium region of the
ONC at with a secondary density peak neard D [5¡.5
NGC 1977 at (a, d) Variable stars with aD (83¡.8,[4¡.8).
near-infrared excess are distributed over a more restricted
declination range than the complete variable star sample
and share a similar spatial distribution with the Ha stars,
although the Orion Nebula prevents identiÐcation of Ha-
emitting stars in the Trapezium region. The OB stars, not
shown in Figure 14, are a sparser population but, nonethe-
less, are concentrated within the same declination range as
the variable and Ha-emitting stars (Brown, de Geus, &
de Zeeuw 1994). Further, the spatial distribution of each of
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FIG. 14.ÈSpatial distribution of stars and molecular gas toward the Orion Nebula cluster. Starting with the leftmost panel, these Ðgures show (1) the
spatial distribution of stars with (2) the surface density of stars with ¹ 14.8, where the surface density map was created by convolving theK
s
¹ 14.8 ; K
sstellar spatial distribution shown in the Ðrst panel with a Gaussian kernel of size p \ 60A ; (3) the spatial distribution of variable stars from sample 1 (see Table
3) ; (4) the distribution of variable stars shown in the previous panel that have a near-infrared excess in the J[H vs. color-color diagram; (5) theH[K
sdistribution of Ha-emitting stars from the Kiso Ha survey with a Kiso class of 3, 4, or 5 (Wiramihardja et al. 1991, 1993) ; and (6) a contour map of the
integrated 13CO (1È0) emission from Bally et al. (1987). The contours levels are 1, 5, 10, 20, 30, 40, and 50 K km s~1. These panels indicate that the( / T
R
dv)




these stellar populations closely resembles that of the large-
scale molecular cloud structure. These properties suggest
that most of the near-infrared variables are associated with
the Orion A molecular cloud.
4.2. Fraction of Stars Exhibiting Near-Infrared Variability
We have taken advantage of the large areal coverage of
our observations to estimate the spatial extent and sta-
tistical membership of the stellar population associated
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¹ 14) Nvar fvar
0.25 . . . . . . . 24 ] 144 2704 786 0.29 ^ 0.01
0.50 . . . . . . . 20 ] 87 2148 627 0.29 ^ 0.01
0.75 . . . . . . . 14 ] 86 1881 554 0.29 ^ 0.01
1.00 . . . . . . . 12 ] 57 1488 445 0.30 ^ 0.01
1.25 . . . . . . . 12 ] 40 1262 386 0.31 ^ 0.02
2.50 . . . . . . . 9.3 ] 20 895 258 0.29 ^ 0.02
3.75 . . . . . . . 7.9 ] 17 752 202 0.27 ^ 0.02
5.00 . . . . . . . 7.0 ] 14 621 158 0.25 ^ 0.02
7.50 . . . . . . . 4.9 ] 9.5 397 94 0.24 ^ 0.03
10.00 . . . . . . 4.2 ] 6.0 253 52 0.21 ^ 0.03
with the northern portion of the Orion A molecular cloud
using the star counts, as outlined in the Appendix.K
s
-band
The results of this analysis are summarized in Table 5,
including various surface densities at which the stellar
density enhancement identiÐed in Figure 14 can be deÐned,
the corresponding angular extent, stellar census counts, and
the number and fraction of variable stars at these surface
density limits. At the lowest deÐned surface density level
(1 p above the mean Ðeld star surface density), the density
enhancement contains D2700 stars with distrib-K
s
¹ 14
uted over a (3.4 pc] 20 pc) region. The 1 p0¡.4 ] 2¡.4
boundary encompasses 786 variable stars, or 78% of the
total variable star population. The 220 variable stars not
within this boundary tend to be located on the periphery of
the density enhancement and may also be cloud members,
since the 1 p boundary is artiÐcially limited by the Ðeld star
contamination. If not true cloud members, these variables
may be part of the larger scale Orion star-forming region,
which extends many tens of parsecs in all directions,
although some may be Ðeld stars as discussed in the
Appendix.
Having quantiÐed the total number of stars in the Orion
A molecular cloud detectable to the sensitivity limits of our
observations, we can now establish the fraction of the stellar
population that is variable. At the lowest surface density at
which we can deÐne the density enhancement, D29% of the
stellar members are variable within the photometric noise
limits of the data (see Table 5). This fraction does not
change appreciably with the surface density used to deÐne
the density enhancement. While there is some suggestion
that the variable fraction decreases in the inner 5@] 5@ near
the Trapezium, it is more difficult to identify variable stars
in this region because of the bright sky background from
the Orion Nebula, which increases the photometric noise.
To investigate the variable star fraction as a function of
magnitude, Figure 15 shows histograms for theK
s
-band
cloud population and for the variable stars within the 1 p
boundary. The Ðeld stars have been subtracted from the
cloud population using a procedure similar to that
described in the Appendix, but applied to the di†erential
magnitude intervals. The histogram for the cloudK
s
-band
population as a whole is broadly peaked at D11È13 mag
with a median value of 11.7 mag, which is signiÐcantly
brighter than the completeness limit of the observations





FIG. 15.ÈHistogram of the magnitudes for stars in the OrionK
s
-band
A molecular cloud and the variable star population. The Ðeld star contri-
bution to the cloud population has been subtracted from the observed star
counts using the procedure described in the Appendix applied to di†eren-
tial magnitude intervals. The completeness limit of the observations is
This Ðgure indicates that the variable star population identiÐedK
s
\ 14.8.
with these observations tends to be the brighter stars in the cluster. The
lack of faint variable stars is likely a result of increased photometric noise
at these magnitudes that masks any low-amplitude photometric Ñuctua-
tions.
able star population peaks well above the completeness
limit, but at a median magnitude (11.1 mag) that is brighter
than the cloud population. Further, D45% of the cloud
members brighter than show near-infrared varia-K
s
\ 11
bility, but only 14% of stars fainter than are near-K
s
\ 12
infrared variable within the noise limits of the data.
To determine whether the fainter cloud members are
intrinsically less variable or whether the increased photo-
metric noise (see Fig. 2) is masking low-amplitude Ñuctua-
tions, a Monte Carlo simulation was run in which simulated
variability common to all three bands was added to random
noise. The amplitude of the noise in each band was set
based on the photometric noise in the actual data. The
variability was simulated with a Gaussian random number
generated with a dispersion ranging from 0.01 to 0.2 mag.
Variable stars in the simulated photometry were then iden-
tiÐed using a Stetson index threshold of 0.55. For K
s
\ 12,
roughly one-half of the simulated stars are identiÐed as
variable when the dispersion in the photometric Ñuctua-
tions is 0.03 mag. Since the median amplitude dis-K
s
-band
persion for identiÐed variables over all magnitudes is D0.05
(see ° 5.1), these results suggest that the lack of variable stars
at faint magnitudes is indeed a result of increased photo-
metric noise.
4.3. Mean Colors and Magnitudes
Basic physical properties of the variable star population
can be constrained by the observed stellar magnitudes and
colors. As already shown in Figure 15, the histogram of the
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magnitudes for the variable star population peaksK
s
-band
slightly brighter than the peak for the cloud population.
The overall peak has been seen in several previous studies of
the Trapezium region of the ONC (Zinnecker, McCaugh-
rean, & Wilking 1993 ; McCaughrean et al. 1995 ; Lada,
Alves, & Lada 1996 ; Simon, Close, & Beck 1999 ; Hillen-
brand & Carpenter 2000) and can be accounted for by a
combination of preÈmain-sequence evolution for a D1 Myr
cluster and a Miller-Scalo initial mass function (Zinnecker
et al. 1993). Assuming this age and neglecting extinction and
near-infrared excesses, the peak in the variable star K
s
-band
histogram corresponds to a stellar mass of D0.2È0.6 M
_
,
according to the evolutionary theory of DÏAntona & Maz-
zitelli (1997), for a cluster distance of 480 pc (Genzel et al.
1981). Extensive photometric and spectroscopic obser-
vations have shown that the ONC stellar population near
the Trapezium does in fact consist predominantly of young
Myr), low-mass stars (Herbig & Terndrup 1986 ;([1
Hillenbrand 1997). Since the peak in the histogramK
s
-band
is a feature of the entire stellar density enhancement and not
just of the area near the Trapezium, this result suggests that
the majority of the cloud population, and hence the variable
stars, is relatively young and of low mass.
The versus color-magnitude diagram shown inK
s
H[K
sFigure 16 further supports the conclusion that most of the
variable stars are young Myr), low-mass([1 ([1 M
_
),
moderately reddened members of the Orion A molecular
cloud. The color scale in this Ðgure represents all detected
stars, D85% of which are likely Ðeld stars (see Appendix).
The nonvariable stars (predominantly Ðeld stars) are
vs. color-magnitude diagram for all stars (color scale) and the variable stars (circles) identiÐed from the 16 nights in which all tilesFIG. 16.ÈK
s
H[K
swere observed. For reference, the solid blue curve shows the 1 Myr preÈmain-sequence isochrone from DÏAntona & Mazzitelli (1997) for stellar masses
between 0.08 and 3.0 The dashed lines indicate the reddening vector for 10 mag of visual extinction from Cohen et al. (1981), transformed into theM
_
.
2MASS photometric system (Carpenter 2001). The lowest halftone is 1% of the peak density. This Ðgure shows that the observed magnitudes and colors for
the majority of the variable population are consistent with reddened preÈmain-sequence stars with masses [3 M
_
.
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FIG. 17.ÈThe J[H vs. color-color diagrams for all stars (left) and the variable stars (right) identiÐed from the 16 nights in which all tiles wereH[K
sobserved. The lowest halftone in each panel begins at 1% of the peak density. The stars represented in the left panel are dominated by Ðeld stars unrelated to
the Orion A molecular cloud. The variable stars are on average redder than the Ðeld star population, and D30% have colors indicating the presence of a
near-infrared excess.
located primarily to the left of the 1 Myr isochrone, while
most of the variable stars (circles) are located to the right
and are consistent with reddened preÈmain-sequence
objects.
To further examine the properties of the variable star
population, Figure 17 shows the J[H versus color-H[K
scolor diagram for all stars in our sample (left) compared
with the variable stellar population (right). This Ðgure
shows that the majority of nonvariables have colors consis-
tent with unreddened main-sequence stars either in front of
the cloud or at a variety of distances but along lines of sight
exterior to the cloud boundaries, or reddened main-
sequence and giant stars seen through the cloud. The vari-
able stars are systematically redder compared with the
nonvariable stars, many with colors that place them in a
region of the diagram that cannot be explained by inter-
stellar extinction. These near-infrared colors are character-
istic of young, low-mass classical T Tauri stars (CTTSs)
surrounded by optically thick accretion disks (Lada &
Adams 1992 ; Meyer, Calvet, & Hillenbrand 1997) and mod-
erately reddened. Approximately 30% of the variable stars
have near-infrared colors consistent with CTTSs as identi-
Ðed in the J[H versus color-color diagram, sug-H[K
sgesting that up to 50% of the variable star population may
be CTTSs if the efficiency factor for this diagram, as
described in the appendix of Hillenbrand et al. (1998), is
adopted. Many of the variable stars, however, do not have
such distinctive near-infrared colors. The variable stars
without substantial near-infrared excesses are either CTTSs
with small excesses or weak-lined T Tauri stars (WTTSs),
which as a class do not have strong signatures of optically
thick circumstellar disks. Near-infrared variability therefore
appears to be a characteristic of both CTTSs and WTTSs.
5. CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VARIABILITY
After establishing that most of the near-infrared variable
stars are young, low-mass stars associated with the Orion A
molecular cloud, we now investigate in more detail the
variability characteristics exhibited by these stars. Our goal
is to use the statistics inherent in our large sample to cate-
gorize the predominant types of near-infrared photometric
Ñuctuations. To include as complete a sample as possible in
characterizing the photometric variations, we incorporate
all of the 2000 MarchÈApril time-series data for the stars
listed in Table 4 (unless otherwise stated). Strictly speaking,
this results in nonuniform time coverage for stars as a func-
tion of their location in the survey region and also incorpo-
rates some stars that were included as variables based on
somewhat subjective criteria. In practice, however, D77%
of the variables are located in the center tiles 3È5 (see Table
2) and were observed on at least 25 of the possible 29 nights.
Further, the number of stars included in the variable star
list for reasons other than high Stetson index amount to less
than 10% of the entire sample. Therefore, the following
results should closely reÑect those that would be obtained
from a more uniformly selected sample.
5.1. Amplitude of Magnitude and Color Changes
The amplitude of the variability was characterized by
computing the observed rms and peak-to-peak Ñuctuations
in the magnitudes and the colors for individual stars. Since
the observed photometric Ñuctuations reÑect both actual
astrophysical variability and photometric noise, a statistical
correction needs to be applied to recover the intrinsic
amplitude. For the rms values, the actual variability ampli-
tude was estimated by subtracting in quadrature the(pvar)
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expected rms due to photometric noise see eq. [3])(pnoise ;from the observed rms eq. [2]) as(pobs ;
pvar \ Jpobs2 [ pnoise2 . (6)
The noise correction for the peak-to-peak amplitudes is not
as straightforward, since it depends on the noise in the indi-
vidual observations (which varies in the time-series data)
and the number of samples. A Monte Carlo simulation was
run 500 times for each star to estimate the average expected
peak-to-peak amplitude due to noise, given the number of
measurements and the photometric uncertainties. This
expected peak-to-peak amplitude was subtracted linearly
from the observed value to estimate the intrinsic peak-to-
peak Ñuctuations.
Histograms of the peak-to-peak and rms amplitudes for
the magnitudes and colors, after correcting the observed
values for the photometric noise, are shown in Figures 18
and 19. The top panels in each Ðgure show the histograms
over the full dynamic range of the amplitudes, and the
bottom panels emphasize the distribution at low ampli-
tudes, where most of the variable stars in fact reside. Sta-
tistics on the maximum, mean, median, and dispersion in
the amplitudes are summarized in Table 6. The peak-to-
peak Ñuctuations in the magnitudes are a couple tenths of a
magnitude on average but can be as large as 2.3 mag at J
band and 1.2 mag at band. Peak-to-peak Ñuctuations asK
slarge as 1.7 mag at band are observed in three stars whenK
sthe 1998 March data are included. Fluctuations in the
colors are less pronounced, as most of the photometric
variations are essentially colorless within the photometric
noise of the data. Thus, stars that exhibit large magnitude
and color variations (see, e.g., Figs. 8È11) are among the
more extreme cases of near-infrared variability in our
sample.
5.2. Correlation of Magnitude and Color Changes
For stars with signiÐcant color variations, any corre-
lation between the color-magnitude and color-color
changes can serve as a clue to the origin of the variability.
Cases of stars becoming bluer as they fade (e.g., Fig. 8) and
FIG. 18.ÈHistograms of the variable star peak-to-peak (solid histograms) and rms (dotted histograms) amplitudes in the J, H, and data after correctingK
sthe observed amplitudes for photometric noise (see ° 5.1). The top panels show histograms over the full dynamic range, and the bottom panels show in more
detail the distributions at low amplitudes, which contain most of the variables. The amplitudes were computed using all measurements in the 2000
MarchÈApril time series.
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others becoming redder as they fade (e.g., Figs. 9È11) exist
in our data, with the photometric changes within a star
usually well correlated along narrow vectors in the various
color-color and color-magnitude diagrams. However, not
all possible vector orientations are found in the time-series
data. To quantify the observed correlations, the slopes of
the photometric variations in the J versus J[H, versusK
sand J[H versus diagrams were computedH[K
s
, H[K
sfor individual stars. For each correlation, only stars in
which the observed rms in the colors exceeded the expected
photometric uncertainties by 50% were included, so that
the derived slopes would not be dominated by noise in the
data. As only D10% of the variable stars satisÐed this cri-
terion, the analysis that follows is most appropriate for
those objects with relatively large-amplitude color varia-
tions and may not be applicable to those with largely color-
less variability. The routine FITEXY (Press et al. 1992),
which incorporates uncertainties in both axes in computing
TABLE 6
VARIABLE STAR AMPLITUDES IN 2000 MARCHÈAPRIL
PEAK-TO-PEAK (mag) RMS (mag)
BAND Maximum Mean Median Dispersion Maximum Mean Median Dispersion
J . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.31 0.26 0.15 0.31 0.54 0.09 0.06 0.09
H . . . . . . . . . . . 1.95 0.22 0.12 0.25 0.45 0.08 0.05 0.07
K
s
. . . . . . . . . . 1.16 0.17 0.11 0.18 0.36 0.07 0.05 0.05
J[K
s
. . . . . . 1.22 0.10 0.02 0.16 0.38 0.04 0.02 0.05
J[H . . . . . . . 0.61 0.03 0.00 0.07 0.21 0.02 0.00 0.03
H[K
s
. . . . . . 0.82 0.04 0.02 0.08 0.19 0.02 0.00 0.03
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FIG. 20.ÈHistograms of the derived slopes in the J[H vs. J vs.H[K
s
,
J[H, and vs. diagrams. Only variable stars in which theK
s
H[K
sobserved rms of the appropriate colors or magnitudes exceeded the
expected rms by a factor of 1.5 are shown. The open histograms are for all
stars that meet these criteria, and the hatched histograms are those stars in
which the slope have been determined to an accuracy of better than 20%.
The predicted slopes based on hot-spot models, extinction variations, and
circumstellar disk models (see ° 6) are indicated. The predicted slopes from
cool-spot models are not shown, since they cannot account for the ampli-
tude of the color variability observed in most of these objects. This Ðgure
shows that while each of these models can account for some aspect of the
variability among these stars, none alone can account for all of the
observed trends.
the best-Ðt linear model to the data, was used to derive the
slopes. A slope angle of 0¡ is deÐned as positive color
change along the X-axis with no magnitude or color change
along the Y -axis. The slope angle increases counter-
clockwise in the color-color diagram and clockwise in the
color-magnitude diagram (since magnitudes are plotted
with decreasing values toward the top).
Histograms of the derived slopes in various color-
magnitude and color-color diagrams are shown in Figure
20. The open histograms represent all stars for which slopes
were derived. The hatched histograms are stars where the
slopes have been determined to better than 20% accuracy,
with a typical 1 p uncertainty of In the J[H versus[5¡.
diagram, all but Ðve of the stars have positive slopesH[K
sbetween D30¡ and 60¡. The photometric correlations for
the Ðve stars with negative slopes do not vary along a well-
deÐned vector in the color-color diagram, and the slope is
not meaningful. Thus, the dominant type of photometric
variability in the near-infrared color-color diagram has
both colors becoming redder together. In the J versus J[H
diagram, the predominant trend is that stars become fainter
as the colors get redder, with a slope between D50¡ and 80¡.
Two stars have negative slopes with uncertainties less than
20%; both are long-term variables with large magnitude
and color variations revealed by including the 1998 March
data. In the versus diagram, the derived slopesK
s
H[K
sshow two distinct trends. In addition to stars with colors
becoming redder as they fade (positive slopes ; e.g., Figs.
9È11), a number of variables have colors that become bluer
as the stars become fainter (negative slopes ; e.g., Fig. 8) ;
D1% of the total number of variables are of this kind.
Figure 21 compares J[H versus color-color dia-H[K
sgrams for stars with positive and negative slope in the K
sversus color-magnitude diagram. (This Ðgure alsoH[K
sincludes a panel for periodic stars, which are discussed in
° 5.3.2.) The majority (D90%) of variable stars do not have
large color variations and do not appear in this Ðgure. On
average, the stars with large color variations tend to have
redder near-infrared colors compared with the variable star
FIG. 21.ÈThe J[H vs. diagrams for three groups of variable stars. L eft : Variable stars that have signiÐcant Ñuctuations in both the observedH[K
s
K





sdiagram is positive). Middle : Stars that have negative slopes such that the colors become bluer as the star gets fainter. Right : Stars that are identiÐed as
periodic variables in the near-infrared. Stars with signiÐcant color and magnitude variations are generally redder than the periodic stars, and in particular,
stars with positive slope variations tend to have near-infrared excesses more so than periodic variables.
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population as a whole (see Fig. 17). Further, D76% of
the stars with positive slope variations have near-infrared
excesses characteristic of CTTSs, compared with D53% of
the small number of stars with negative slope variations and
30% for the uniformly selected variable star population of
D1000 stars (° 4.3).
5.3. Temporal Properties
5.3.1. T imescales for Variability
The temporal variability characteristics can be evaluated
on time periods of 1 day to D1 month using the 2000
MarchÈApril observations, on D2 month timescales by
incorporating the 2000 February data, and on D2 year
timescales with addition of the 1998 March data. The tem-
poral properties of the 2000 MarchÈApril observations
were evaluated using the autocorrelation function (ACF),
which measures the similarity of photometric measure-
ments over di†erent time samples. While photometry is
nominally available in our data set on a daily basis, the
time series can contain gaps of up to 4 days. To account for
this nonuniform sampling, the Fourier transform of the
observed measurements was computed using the Scargle
(1989) algorithm for unevenly sampled data. The power
spectrum was then computed from the Fourier transform,
and the inverse transform of the power spectra yielded the
ACF. The resulting ACF was normalized by the ACF of the
sampling function for each star (Scargle 1989) and was
sampled at 1 day intervals in accordance with the nominal
separation between our observations. A positive value of
the ACF at a given time indicates that the photometry is
correlated on that timescale, while negative values indicate
the photometry is uncorrelated. The timescale of the varia-
bility can then be characterized by computing the largest
time lag before the ACF Ðrst becomes negative. Since the
mean value of the photometry was subtracted from the data
before computing the ACF, the time lag is a crude measure
of the number of consecutive days a star remains brighter or
fainter than the mean magnitude over the time series. The
longest variability timescale that can be estimated from the
data then is approximately half the total time period of the
observations. The maximum timescale will vary between 9
and 18 days depending on the spatial location of the star.
For variable stars located in the center three tiles (D77% of
the total number of variable stars), the maximum variability
timescale that can be inferred is D14 days.
For random noise with an inÐnite number of samples, the
distribution of time lags is a d-function at *t \ 0 ; a Ðnite
number of samples, though, broadens the ACF. To estimate
the expected distribution of time lags for random noise, the
ACF was computed for each star as described above but
replacing the observed magnitudes by a random number
with a Gaussian probability distribution that has a disper-
sion given by the photometric uncertainties. The time sam-
pling in these simulated data is identical to that in the real
observations.
Figure 22 shows the inferred time lags in the three bands
for all identiÐed variables (solid lines) and the simulated
J-band data (dotted line). The H- and simulatedK
s
-band
data are similar to the J-band simulation and for clarity are
not shown. This Ðgure demonstrates that the random-noise
data have a peak near zero time lag, as expected since each
data point is independent. By contrast, the distribution of
time lags for the variable stars peaks at 1 day and has a
FIG. 22.ÈDistribution of time lags inferred from the autocorrelation
function for the variable stars in the 2000 MarchÈApril time-series data.
The three solid lines represent the time lags for the J, H, and data. TheK
sdotted line shows the time lags for a simulated data set with the same
random noise characteristics and time sampling as the observations. The
maximum time lag possible in this ACF analysis is approximately half the
time period of the observations. For 77% of the variable stars, the
maximum possible time lag is D14 days. This Ðgure shows that in the D1
month time-series observations, most of the variability occurs on time-
scales of a few days, although it can be as long as 10È15 days in the more
extreme cases.
more extended tail toward larger time lags than the simu-
lated observations. The shape of these distributions sug-
gests then that most of the variability occurs on timescales
of less than a few days.
The near-infrared variability characteristics on D2
month and 2 year timescales were assessed using the 2000
February and 1998 March data (note that the 2000 Feb-
ruary data are available only for sources north of d \ [6¡).
A long-term variable was identiÐed as a star in which the J,
H, or magnitudes from these earlier measurements dif-K
sfered from the average 2000 MarchÈApril data by more
than 4 times the observed rms scatter in that time period. A
4 p deviation was chosen since only about one star in the
entire source list should exhibit a Ñuctuation that large due
to random noise. Given typical photometric uncertainties
for the variable stars of 0.02È0.03 mag, the 4 p criterion
imposes a minimum amplitude change of D0.1 mag. By this
deÐnition, a total of 14 stars exhibited variability in the
2000 February data, but only Ðve of these were variables
not previously identiÐed based on the Stetson index in
sample 1 or sample 2 (see Table 3). A total of 72 stars
exhibited signiÐcant photometric Ñuctuations on D2 year
timescales, with 26 of these new variables not previously
identiÐed from the 2000 MarchÈApril data based on the
Stetson statistic. The fact that few new long-term variables
were identiÐed indicates that most of the short-term varia-
tions are not part of larger amplitude variations occurring
over long time periods.
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5.3.2. Periodic Behavior
The properties of variable stars can be further character-
ized by determining whether the photometric variations are
typically aperiodic or periodic. The Lomb periodogram
algorithm in Press et al. (1992) was used to compute the
power spectrum of all 17,808 stars in our sample and to
determine the ““ false-alarm probability ÏÏ (FAP) that the
highest peak in the power spectrum could result by chance.
The highest frequency searched was 0.5 day~1, and the
shortest independent frequency was the reciprocal of the
time period of the 2000 MarchÈApril data sequence for that
star. So that at least two full cycles are present in the time-
series data, only periods less than half the total time span of
the observations were considered reliable. Stars in the
overlap regions of adjacent tiles have more than one photo-
metric measurement recorded per night. Such clumping in
the time sampling can invalidate the FAPs, and therefore
only one of the overlap measurements was considered. The
power spectrum and FAP were computed in this manner
for all stars and in each band that contained eight or more
reliable photometric measurements.
Because of the multiband nature of our time-series data,
the periodicity derived for a star can have high signiÐcance
under several di†erent scenarios. In generating a list of
periodic stars, we nominally required that the false-alarm
probability be ¹10~4 in any one of the following com-
binations : (1) a single band, (2) the product of any two
bands, or (3) the product in all three bands. In practice, only
one star had an FAP less than 10~4 in a single band.
The e†ective single-band FAP through this procedure is
(10~4)1@2B 0.01 for two bands and (10~4)1@3B 0.05 for
three bands. When the product of the FAP in two or three
bands was used, it was further required that the periods
agree to within 20%.
Table 7 summarizes the periods and false-alarm probabil-
ities for the 233 stars identiÐed as periodic variables in this
study. Only eight (3.4%) of these periodic sources were not
identiÐed as variable stars from the Stetson statistic. Con-
versely, the fraction of the near-infrared variable star popu-
lation that is periodic is D18%; however, this is a lower
limit to the actual percentage given the conservative FAP
limits used to establish periodicity.3 If an FAP of 10~3 is
used, an additional D100 stars are identiÐed with consis-
tent periods in all three bands. Furthermore, optical moni-
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
3 For example, the BN object discussed by Hillenbrand, Carpenter, &









517 . . . . . . . 6.52 6.16 6.25 0.03 0.03 0.04
621 . . . . . . . 2.66 2.60 2.65 0.07 0.05 0.03
1721 . . . . . . 5.06 4.95 5.06 \0.01 0.02 0.01
1936 . . . . . . 4.21 4.17 4.21 0.02 0.01 0.02
1994 . . . . . . 2.65 2.68 2.66 0.02 0.06 0.05
NOTE.ÈTable 7 is presented in its entirety in the electronic
edition of the Astronomical Journal. A portion is shown here for
guidance regarding its form and content.
toring studies have identiÐed D760 periodic stars within a
D60@ radius of the Trapezium region of the ONC (Stassun
et al. 1999 ; Herbst et al. 2000b ; Rebull 2001), only D100 of
which are in common with our periodic stars. The J[H
versus color-color diagram for the periodic starsH[K
sidentiÐed in our sample is shown in Figure 21, where it can
be seen that most of the periodic stars have colors consis-
tent with WTTSs.
To verify that our criteria produced a reliable sample of
periodic stars, robust estimation with replacement (Press et
al. 1992) was used to Ðnd the number of false periods one
would expect to detect among the 17,808 stars in our
sample. For each time sample, the observed magnitude was
replaced by a magnitude chosen randomly from the time-
series photometry for that star. The J, H, and photom-K
setry were redistributed in parallel, since the coincidence of
periodic behavior in these bands was used to select periodic
stars from the real data. The power spectra of the redistrib-
uted data were computed and the number of signiÐcant
periodic stars assessed using the same criteria described
above. Of the 17,808 stars in the Monte Carlo simulation,
only two were identiÐed as periodic.
Finally, we examined the accuracy of our derived periods
by comparing them with those found from optical monitor-
ing observations (Stassun et al. 1999 ; Herbst et al. 2000b ;
W. Herbst 2000, private communication ; Rebull 2001 and
references therein). Figure 23 compares the periods for 109
stars identiÐed as periodic at both optical and near-(IC)infrared (J, H, and/or wavelengths. The periods agree toK
s
)
within 10% for D80% of the stars, suggesting that for these
stars the origin of the periodicity is the same at optical and
near-infrared wavelengths. The biggest discrepancy in the
derived periods occurs when our reported period is actually
an alias of a more signiÐcant period at less than 2 days
found from optical monitoring at higher time resolution
than our time series. Figure 23 suggests that this occurs for
D10% of the stars in our periodic sample. Three of the stars
with optical periods greater than 10 days have near-infrared
periods that di†er by a factor of 2 or more. In a few cases,
the near-infrared period is approximately half that of the
optical period. These may be examples of ““ period doub-
ling,ÏÏ in which the presence of two starspots on opposite
sides of the star causes the periodogram analysis to derive
a period half that of the actual value (Herbst et al. 2000b).
The other discrepant source (with an optical period of D60
days and a near-infrared period of D14 days) has been
noted to have an uncertain optical period (Rebull 2001).
A histogram of our derived periods is shown in Figure 24.
The hatched region indicates periods that are suspected
aliases of subÈ2 day periods based on comparison with
optical monitoring data ; only about half of our periodic
sample has the information necessary to make this com-
parison, largely because of our larger spatial coverage
compared with optical period searches. The frequency
distribution is characterized by a peak at 2È3 days and a
slow decline toward longer periods. The range of ampli-
tudes and periods to which our data are sensitive was estab-
lished by replacing the time-series data for each variable
star with a sinusoidal signal plus Gaussian noise that has a
dispersion equal to the photometric noise of the actual data.
Periodic stars in these simulated data were then identiÐed
as described above using a maximum e†ective FAP of 10~4.
The results indicate that our data are roughly uniformly
sensitive to periods between 2 and 10 days, although with
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FIG. 23.ÈComparison of the optical, I-band periods (Stassun et al.
1999 ; Herbst et al. 2000b ; W. Herbst 2000, private communication ; Rebull
2001) with the H-band periods derived in this study. For D80% of the
stars, the optical and near-infrared periods agree to better than 10%. Stars
with periods less than D2 days as indicated by the optical data are aliased
to longer periods in this study because of the 1 day time sampling of the
near-infrared observations. Stars that have optical periods roughly twice
that of the near-infrared period may be examples of ““ period doubling,ÏÏ
which results when multiple starspots are present (Herbst et al. 2000b).
One star with an optical period of D60 days and a near-infrared period of
D14 days is not shown in this Ðgure, since the optical period is uncertain
(Rebull 2001).
FIG. 24.ÈFrequency distribution of periods for stars in this study that
have false-alarm probabilities less than 10~4. The open histogram is for all
of the stars, and the hatched histogram is stars that are suspected to be
aliased with a subÈ2 day period based on comparison with the optically
derived periods (see Fig. 23). Only about half the stars represented by the
open histogram have the necessary information to establish whether the
inferred period is aliased in this manner.
reduced sensitivity at 2 and 3 days because of the 1 day time
sampling of the observations. Approximately half the simu-
lated stars with peak-to-peak amplitudes of D0.08 mag and
D90% with peak-to-peak amplitudes of 0.16 mag were
identiÐed as periodic in the simulations. By comparison,
55% of the total variable star population and 60% of the
identiÐed periodic stars have H-band peak-to-peak ampli-
tudes º0.08 mag.
6. ORIGINS OF NEAR-INFRARED VARIABILITY
We turn now from observational characterization of the
near-infrared photometric variations to examination of
possible physical origins of the variability. The primary
observational constraints as established in ° 5 are that (1)
nearly all of the identiÐed variables are young, low-mass
stars associated with the Orion A molecular cloud ; (2) the
typical timescale for the variability is a few days or less ; (3)
the light curves exhibit a variety of features, ranging from
periodic behavior to discrete variability episodes super-
posed on otherwise steady light curves, to smooth photo-
metric variations over several days, to month-long (or
longer) rises and fades ; (4) the amplitudes of the Ñuctuations
are D0.2 mag on average but can reach D2 mag in the
extreme ; and (5) the photometric Ñuctuations are nearly
colorless in most cases, with D77% of the variable stars
having color variations of less than 0.05 mag.
Both the spatial distribution and the observed colors and
magnitudes of the variable stars are consistent with what is
expected for the Orion preÈmain-sequence population, sug-
gesting that much of the observed near-infrared variability
is intimately related to the properties of young stellar
objects. Further, the short timescale for the photometric
Ñuctuations suggests that the variability originates either
within the stellar photosphere or close to it, in the inner
circumstellar environment. As established by previous
studies (Rydgren & Vrba 1983 ; Liseau et al. 1992 ; Kenyon
et al. 1994 ; Skrutskie et al. 1996 ; Hodapp 1999), there are
several short-term phenomena related to young stellar
objects that may contribute to near-infrared variability,
including rotational modulation by cool and hot spots on
the stellar surface, changes in the line-of-sight obscuration
due to circumstellar dust, variations in accretion geometry
or mass transfer rates from circumstellar disks, and gradual
declines in brightness from EX Lupi or FU Orionis type
bursts. Mechanisms not necessarily unique to young stellar
objects may also be operative, such as eclipses due to binary
companions. Many of these mechanisms were Ðrst suspect-
ed from optical monitoring observations of young stellar
objects (e.g., Herbst et al. 1994 ; Bouvier et al. 1999). Infrared
observations, however, uniquely probe variability related to
circumstellar material that radiates at temperatures too
cold K) to contribute substantially to optical emis-([2000
sion.
In the following sections, we investigate the amplitudes
and the timescales expected for photometric Ñuctuations
due to starspots, extinction, and accretion disk phenomena.
We begin by analyzing the contributions from cool and hot
spots, since these are known to exist on young stars from
optical studies and must contribute to near-infrared varia-
bility as well. However, as will be shown, starspots cannot
explain all of the observed near-infrared variability charac-
teristics, and other mechanisms must be present, with
extinction and accretion-related phenomenon as strong
candidates. While throughout this discussion we consider
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the e†ects of these mechanisms separately, in reality a
number of mechanisms may be operating simultaneously
for any individual star.
6.1. Starspots
6.1.1. Models
Starspots, which can be either cooler or hotter than the
photospheric temperature, modulate the brightness of a star
as stellar rotation alters the fractional spot coverage visible
to the observer. Cool spots are thought to arise from mag-
netic activity on the stellar surface, whereas hot spots are
interpreted as regions where material accreting along mag-
netic Ðeld lines (see, e.g., Hartmann, Hewett, & Calvet 1994)
impacts the star. Instead of discrete hot spots, a more realis-
tic model may be one in which the accretion is conÐned to a
high-latitude ring on the stellar surface, where the inclina-
tion of the ring with respect to the stellar rotation axis
depends on the orientation of the dipole magnetic Ðeld (see,
e.g., Mahdavi & Kenyon 1998). In this scenario, variability
may result either from simple rotation of the inclined accre-
tion ring around the star or from nonsteady accretion.
The photometric amplitudes expected from both cool
and hot starspots were calculated assuming that spots can
be characterized by a single-temperature blackbody, Tspot,that covers a fraction f of the stellar photosphere with an
e†ective temperature The amplitude of the photometricT
*
.
variations, relative to pure photospheric emission, can then
be expressed as
*m(j)\ [2.5 log M1 [ f [1.0[ Bj(Tspot)/Bj(T*)]N (7)
(see, e.g., Vrba et al. 1986), where is the Planck func-Bj(T )tion. This starspot model ignores limb darkening, inclina-
tion e†ects, and opacity di†erences as a function of
wavelength between the spot and the stellar photosphere.
The models shown in Figure 25 assume a stellar e†ective
temperature of 4000 K, corresponding to a 0.5 star atM
_age 1 Myr (DÏAntona & Mazzitelli 1997), and cool- and
hot-spot temperatures of 2000 and 8000 K, respectively.
Results are presented for spots that cover 1%, 2%, 5%,
10%, 20%, and 30% of the stellar surface. These models
encompass the more extreme spot parameters inferred from
optically selected samples of low-mass preÈmain-sequence
stars (Bouvier & Bertout 1989 ; Bouvier et al. 1993 ;
& Eiroa 1996).Ferna ndez
Figure 25 shows that cool and hot spots can be distin-
guished observationally in the near-infrared based on the
amplitude of the photometric Ñuctuations. While both hot
and cool spots with small fractional coverage produce low-
amplitude, nearly colorless Ñuctuations, the maximum
amplitude from cool spots is D0.4 mag at J band, while hot
spots can produce photometric Ñuctuations as large as 1
mag for sufficiently hot spot temperatures, large fractional
coverages, or both. Further, the maximum change in the
J[H and colors that can be produced with the spotH[K
sparameters considered here is D0.03 mag for cool spots but
0.1È0.2 mag for hot spots.
The timescale for variability caused by cool or hot star-
spot modulation is governed by the stellar rotation period.4
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
4 Smith, Bonnell, & Lewis (1995) suggested, though, that the period
measured from hot spots may represent the beat frequency between the
stellar rotation frequency and the orbital frequency at the magnetospheric
boundary.
The frequency distribution of periods in T Tauri stars
derived from optical monitoring observations implies rota-
tion periods of days for D90% of the known periodic[10
stars in Orion (Stassun et al. 1999 ; Herbst et al. 2000b ; W.
Herbst 2000, private communication ; Rebull 2001),
assuming that the observed periodicity is a result of rota-
tional modulation by starspots. Similar rotation periods
have been derived from Doppler imaging of T Tauri stars
(Joncour, Bertout, & Bouvier 1994 ; Rice & Strassmeier
1996 ; Johns-Krull & Hatzes 1997 ; et al. 1998).Neuha user
Rotational velocities derived from high-resolution spectros-
copy (v sin i) also imply that young stellar objects have rota-
tional periods on the order of a few days (Bouvier et al.
1986 ; Hartmann et al. 1986). Timescales of a few days are
consistent with the results of our ACF analysis (° 5.3.1).
Cool and hot spots are perhaps distinguishable based not
on the timescale of the photometric variability, but on the
timescale over which it persists. Cool spots are thought to
be relatively stable features that can last several years or
more. Hence, observed periodicity is often a repeatable
result, especially in WTTSs, which do not have additional
variability components related to accretion phenomena.
Hot spots, however, generally last only a few days or weeks,
as evidenced by period changes and even disappearance
and reappearance in a few cases where hot-spot periods
have been detected (Vrba et al. 1989, 1993). Thus, hot spots
tend to produce irregular variability, especially if the accre-
tion of material onto the star is unsteady, as has been
inferred in some stars (Gullbring et al. 1996 ; Basri, Johns-
Krull, & Mathieu 1997 ; Smith et al. 1999), or if the
geometry is complicated by misaligned rotation and mag-
netic dipole axes (see, e.g., Mahdavi & Kenyon 1998 ;
Bouvier et al. 1999). Based on these tendencies, Herbst et al.
(1994) introduced a classiÐcation scheme in which periodic
Ñuctuations from cool spots (mainly in WTTSs, but in some
CTTSs as well) are type I variables, irregular Ñuctuations in
CTTSs from hot spots are type II variables, and periodic
Ñuctuations in CTTSs from hot spots are type IIp variables
(type III variability in this classiÐcation scheme is discussed
in ° 6.3).
6.1.2. Comparison with Observations : Cool Spots
For cool-spot parameters typically inferred from optical
observations K and see(T
*
[ Tspot[ 2000 f [ 30%;Bouvier & Bertout 1989 ; Bouvier et al. 1993 ; &Ferna ndez
Eiroa 1996), the expected peak-to-peak amplitudes should
be mag in the J, H, and bands and mag in[0.4 K
s
[0.03
the J[H and colors (Fig. 25). These amplitudes areH[K
sonly approximate, given the simplicity of the model, with
the essential predictions that the color variations from cool
spots should be relatively low and appear periodic (more so
in WTTSs than CTTSs) by analogy with type I optical
variability (Herbst et al. 1994 ; see also Herbst, Maley, &
Williams 2000a). In our data, 65% of the periodic variable
stars have amplitudes ¹0.4 mag at J band and ¹0.03 mag
in the J[H color, 77% have color amplitudes ¹0.05 mag,
and 80% have near-infrared colors consistent with WTTSs.
Thus, rotational modulation by cool spots can account for
the variability characteristics in the majority of the periodic
stars.
Periodic stars, however, account for only D18% of the
total variable population, and an additional D600 stars
(D50% of the identiÐed variables) also have low-amplitude,
nearly colorless photometric Ñuctuations but have not been
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scan be compared with the observed diagrams in Figs. 4È13 to investigate the origin of the near-infrared variability. The models assume a photospheric
temperature of 4000 K, appropriate for a 1 Myr, D0.5 star (DÏAntona & Mazzitelli 1997), spot temperatures of 2000 K for cool spots (asterisks) and 8000M
_K for hot spots (circles), and spot coverages of 1%, 2%, 5%, 10%, 20%, and 30% (see eq. [7]). The extinction vectors were calculated using the interstellar
reddening law from Cohen et al. (1981), transformed into the 2MASS color system (Carpenter 2001). The lengths of the vectors correspond to *A
V
\^2
mag. The disk models have been provided courtesy of N. Calvet and represent the e†ects of varying the mass accretion rate and inner hole size of the
accretion disks. Results are presented for mass accretion rates of 10~8.5 yr~1 (open triangles) and 10~7.0 yr~1 ( Ðlled triangles), and for each accretionM
_
M
_rate, inner hole sizes of 1, 2, and 4 The larger hole sizes correspond to smaller infrared excesses.R
_
.
identiÐed as periodic. While arbitrarily low photometric
Ñuctuations can be produced by many of the physical
mechanisms discussed in this section, Figure 26 suggests
that rotational modulation by cool spots may cause much
of the low-amplitude variability, independent of whether a
period is actually detected. This Ðgure shows the J[H
versus color-color diagram as a function of theH[K
speak-to-peak J-band amplitude. Most stars with low ampli-
tudes (¹0.2 mag) have near-infrared colors consistent with
WTTSs or stars with small infrared excesses. As the J-band
amplitude increases, the near-infrared colors tend to
become redder and an increasing fraction contain a near-
infrared excess characteristic of the optically thick circum-
stellar disks of CTTSs. This trend suggests that di†erent
mechanisms related to the absence or presence of an accre-
tion disk may be producing the low- and high-amplitude
variability. Of the variability mechanisms examined here,
only cool spots and eclipsing binaries do not require the
presence of a circumstellar disk. Since eclipsing systems
cannot account for the large number of stars with low-
amplitude variability, cool spots appear to be a more likely
explanation.
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FIG. 26.ÈThe J[H vs. diagrams for variable stars as a function of the J-band peak-to-peak amplitude. This Ðgure shows that stars with largerH[K
sJ-band amplitudes tend to have redder colors and larger near-infrared excesses than stars with smaller Ñuctuations.
Cool-spot modulation produces larger amplitude Ñuctua-
tions at optical wavelengths, and so optical surveys should
provide a more complete census of the periodic variables.
As mentioned in ° 5.3.2, optical studies have found D760
periodic stars in the Orion Nebula region (Stassun et al.
1999 ; Herbst et al. 2000b ; W. Herbst 2000, private commu-
nication ; Rebull 2001), of which D330 are identiÐed as
near-infrared variables and 109 as periodic in this study. Of
those optical periodic stars also identiÐed as near-infrared
variables (but not necessarily periodic near-infrared
variables), D70% have low peak-to-peak amplitudes in the
J-band magnitudes (¹0.4 mag) and J[H colors (¹0.03
mag). Further, D88% of the D650 optical periodic vari-
ables not identiÐed as periodic in the near-infrared have
near-infrared colors consistent with reddened WTTSs.
Based on the observational evidence just described, we
speculate that the photometric Ñuctuations observed in
many of the low-amplitude variable stars are due to cool-
spot modulation. As a lower limit to the stars that may have
variability due to cool-spot modulation, we Ðnd that 57%
of the variables have J-band amplitudes ¹0.4 mag, J[H
amplitudes ¹0.03 mag, and no near-infrared excess, as
expected for cool-spot parameters inferred from optical
observations. Given the simplicity of the starspot model, if
we crudely assume that the maximum J[H color change
that can be produced by cool spots is 0.05 mag, we derive an
upper limit of 77% as the percentage of the variability that
may be attributed to cool spots.
6.1.3. Comparison with Observations : Hot Spots
While cool spots can plausibly account for the low-
amplitude variables with small color variations, they cannot
explain the 23% of the variable stars that have color varia-
tion exceeding D0.05 mag (see Fig. 25). Stars with signiÐ-
cant color variations were analyzed in ° 5.2, where it was
shown that these objects tend to have colors consistent with
CTTSs (see Fig. 21). Therefore, again by analogy with
optical variability characteristics, we investigate whether
hot spots, which cause type II optical variability in CTTSs
in the Herbst et al. (1994) classiÐcation scheme, can account
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for the color amplitudes observed in some of the near-
infrared variable stars.
For hot-spot parameters typically inferred from optical
observations K, hot spots can cause(Tspot[ 8000 f[ 10%),peak-to-peak amplitudes at near-infrared wavelengths as
large as D0.2È0.4 mag in the magnitudes and [0.06È0.12
mag in the colors (see Fig. 25). About 10% of the near-
infrared variable stars have magnitude and color ampli-
tudes larger than these hot-spot predictions (see ° 5.2). A
combination of hotter spot temperatures K) and(Z10,000
higher coverages is needed to explain these stars(Z20%)
with hot spots alone. These spot parameters are evidently
rare, but they may be possible and simply not have been
identiÐed previously because of small number statistics that
are overcome by the extensive near-infrared variable sample
obtained here.
Because of the substantial color variability expected from
hot spots, a more quantitative comparison between the
observations and the hot-spot model can be made by
assessing correlated color and magnitude changes in indi-
vidual stars. Figure 20 showed the derived slopes in
various color-color and color-magnitude diagrams, as dis-
cussed in ° 5.2. The predicted slope from the hot-spot model
is also indicated in this Ðgure, which varies by only a few
kelvins for stellar e†ective temperatures between 3000 and
6000 K and spot temperatures up to 40,000 K. Figure 20
shows that many of the observed slopes in the J versus
J[H diagram can be accounted for quantitatively by hot
spots (and extinction variations, as discussed in the follow-
ing section). However, in the J[H versus andH[K
s
K
sversus diagrams, while there is an approximate cor-H[K
srespondence between the observed and predicted slopes, the
observed slopes are systematically shallower than would be
expected if the variability were due solely to hot spots.
These di†erences may not be signiÐcant, though, given the
simplicity of the hot-spot model. In addition, the versusK
sdiagram contains a number of stars with negativeH[K
sslopes, in that the colors become bluer as the star gets
fainter. Such variations are completely inconsistent with the
hot-spot model and suggest that an additional mechanism
or mechanisms are present that contribute to the near-




Variability due to extinction can result from inhomoge-
neities in either the inner circumstellar environment or the
ambient molecular cloud that move across the line of sight.
Photometric changes induced by visual extinction varia-
tions of mag are illustrated in the middle*A
V
\ ^2
column in Figure 25, although the extinction changes in
practice can be of arbitrary value. The extinction vectors
were calculated from the interstellar reddening law mea-
sured by Cohen et al. (1981) and transformed into the
2MASS photometric system (Carpenter 2001). If the extinc-
tion variations originate from a circumstellar disk and the
dust grains have conglomerated into larger particles to
produce a more gray extinction law, the amplitude of the
color variations will be less than indicated. For the inter-
stellar reddening law, Figure 25 shows that extinction
variations produce photometric slopes at near-infrared
wavelengths similar to those expected from hot spots,
except in the versus diagram, where the extinc-K
s
H[K
stion slope is shallower by D25¡.
The timescale for extinction variations caused by the
ambient molecular cloud is set by the size scale of the struc-
tural inhomogeneities and the velocity Ðeld of the molecular
gas. The typical line-of-sight full width at maximum line
width observed in the Orion molecular cloud from single-
dish 13CO (1È0) observations is D2 km s~1 (Bally et al.
1987). Thus, the timescale for one point in the cloud to
transit a stellar diameter of 3 (representative of a D0.5R
_star at an age of 1 Myr) is D12 days. The line wings inM
_molecular line proÐles can extend to several kilometers per
second, which may shorten the appropriate timescales to a
few days.
If structural inhomogeneities in a circumstellar disk
occult the star to cause extinction variations, a variety of
timescales are possible. Possible inhomogeneities include
azimuthal asymmetries in the plane of the disk, a warped or
Ñared outer disk (Bertout 2000), and a warped or precessing
inner disk (Lai 1999 ; Bouvier et al. 1999 ; Terquem & Papa-
loizou 2000). Azimuthal asymmetries or warped features
will produce variability on timescales dictated by the rota-
tional velocity of the disk and the size scales of the inhomo-
geneous features. The time for one position in the disk to
transit the star ranges from hours within a few solar radii to
a week or more for disk radii AU. (If a warp extendsZ30
for a signiÐcant azimuthal distance around the star,
however, the relevant timescale will be given by the rotation
period at that radius.) The fraction of the stars that show
extinction variability will depend on the probability that
these inhomogeneous features transit the star. These predic-
tions are heavily model dependent, but Bertout (2000) sug-
gests that as many as 20% of the stars with circumstellar
disks may be occulted by the Ñared outer disk. Azimuthal
asymmetries require viewing the disk nearly edge-on and
are not likely to contribute substantially to the total
number of variables. The magnetospheric accretion
columns and the inner disk wind are likely optically thin
and would not contribute to extinction variations (Kenyon,
Yi, & Hartmann 1996 and references therein).
6.2.2. Comparison with Observations
If the ambient molecular cloud produces extinction varia-
tions, then the variable star population exhibiting signiÐ-
cant color variations should contain a mixture of all
(nonforeground) populations to which our survey is sensi-
tive. This would include background Ðeld stars and Orion
population stars with and without near-infrared excesses
(i.e., CTTSs and WTTSs). Since Ðeld stars and WTTSs out-
number CTTSs, CTTSs should be the least represented
group in the variable star population. However, as shown in
the left panel of Figure 21, stars with large color variations
preferentially have near-infrared excesses characteristic of
circumstellar disks and CTTSs. This, combined with the
longer timescale (D12 days) expected for cloud transit
events compared with the typical observed variability time-
scale days ; see Fig. 22) suggests that if extinction([3
changes do contribute to near-infrared variability, the
source of the extinction is in the inner circumstellar
environment and not the ambient cloud.
Visual extinction variations of D10 mag are needed to
account for the extreme magnitude and color variations
indicated in Table 6. The typical observed variability time-
scale of days indicates that any inhomogeneities in the[3
disk structure must transit the star within a similar interval.
For a stellar radius of 1.5 the implied velocity of theR
_
,
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inhomogeneous region is km s~1. Assuming KeplerianZ10
rotation, the maximum radial distance from a 0.5 starM
_that produces such velocities is D7 AU. If the size of the
warp is signiÐcantly larger than the stellar diameter, the
warp would need to be located at smaller radial distances to
be consistent with the observed variability size scale. This
suggests that the outer disk Ñares described by Bertout
(2000) are not likely responsible for the short-term photo-
metric variability observed here, but they may still contrib-
ute to the longer term Ñuctuations.
The slope of the photometric correlations shown in
Figure 20 can also be used to test whether the observed
variability may be due to extinction variations. The
expected slope of the interstellar extinction law is indicated
by the Ðlled squares in Figure 20. This Ðgure shows that
extinction variations (along with hot spots) can quantita-
tively explain most of the observed slopes in the J versus
J[H diagram. However, as with the hot-spot model,
extinction cannot in detail account for the observed slopes





sIn the color-color diagram, the observed slopes are not as
steep as expected from extinction. In the versusK
s
H[K
sdiagram, while extinction can account for many of the
observed slopes, the average observed slope is steeper than
expected for interstellar extinction and shallower than pre-
dicted by hot spots. Invoking a more gray extinction
(although not completely gray, as color variability is
observed) would provide better agreement with the
observed slopes in the J[H versus and versusH[K
s
K
sdiagrams, but then we could not simultaneouslyH[K
saccount for the already good agreement with the J versus
J[H slopes. Therefore, extinction cannot simply account
for the observed variability characteristics. Further, similar
to hot spots, extinction cannot explain any of the stars that





The above discussion indicates that the simple starspot
and extinction models cannot explain all of the variability
characteristics of stars that exhibit color variations. The
two main discrepancies are the slopes of the positive photo-
metric correlations in the J[H versus and versusH[K
s
K
sdiagrams (but not the J vs. J[H diagram), and anyH[K
sof the stars with negative slopes in the versusK
s
H[K
sdiagram. This result suggests that an additional mechanism
may be present that a†ects the emission at longer wave-
lengths more so than at shorter wavelengths. Since the stars
that cannot be explained by the starspot and extinction
models tend to have near-infrared excesses, we consider
emission from a circumstellar disk as a source of near-
infrared variability.
6.3.1. Models
Disks contribute to the near-infrared emission through
two means. First, they absorb radiation from the star and
reradiate it at longer wavelengths, producing the infrared
excess that is commonly observed in young stellar objects.
The shortest wavelength at which a near-infrared excess is
produced depends on how close the disk extends to the
stellar surface and how hot the inner disk material becomes
(Meyer et al. 1997). A second source of near-infrared emis-
sion from circumstellar disks occurs when energy is released
as material is radially transported through a viscous, opti-
cally thick accretion disk (Lynden-Bell & Pringle 1974).
Photometric variability due to a circumstellar disk can then
result from changes in the mass accretion rate and, conse-
quently, the accretion luminosity5 or changes in the inner
disk structure that alter the amount of absorbed and repro-
cessed stellar radiation. Changes in the reprocessed radi-
ation may result, for example, from physical variations in
the disk inner hole radius, or variations in the thickness of
the inner edge of a warped disk. Such complicated inner
disk geometries are predicted to occur when the dipole
magnetic Ðeld is misaligned with the stellar rotation axis
(Mahdavi & Kenyon 1998 ; Lai 1999 ; Terquem & Papaloi-
zou 2000).
Figure 25 shows the expected photometric variations for
changes in the mass accretion rate and inner hole radius of a
circumstellar disk around a star with an e†ective tem-
perature of 4000 K. These model results are from the same
models used by Meyer et al. (1997) and were kindly provid-
ed by N. Calvet. The open and Ðlled triangles in Figure 25
represent mass accretion rates of and 10~7.0M0 \ 10~8.5
yr~1, respectively, and for each accretion rate, the tri-M
_angles represent the photometric emission for an inner hole
radius of 1, 2, and 4 all for a disk inclination angle ofR
_
,
45¡. As the inner hole radius increases, the star-disk system
becomes fainter in the near-infrared, with less emission
absorbed and reprocessed by the circumstellar disk.
However, unlike the hot-spot and extinction models, the
system colors become bluer (approaching the stellar color)
as it becomes fainter, since the disk radiates more strongly
at band than at J or H. For hole sizes and a massK
s
Z4 R
_accretion rate of D10~8.5 yr~1, no near-infrared excessM
_emission is produced. The photometric variations expected
from these disk models can be as large as 1 mag at K band
for the hole sizes and accretion rates illustrated in Figure 25.
Photometric variations of several magnitudes can be
achieved if the accretion rates increase to toM0 D 10~5
10~4 yr~1. These accretion disk models also predict aM
_shallower slope in the J[H versus diagram thanH[K
sexpected from extinction or hot-spot variability, which is
consistent with the observed locus of CTTSs in this color-
color diagram (Meyer et al. 1997).
To examine the timescales associated with viscous accre-
tion disks, we considered an accretion disk around a 0.5
star using the a viscosity parameterization (Shakura &M
_Sunyaev 1973) and assuming a \ 0.01 (Hartmann et al.
1998). The accretion rate can change globally within the
disk or in a localized region. The timescale to transport
material from the outer to the inner disk is yr forZ1000
yr~1 and radii greater than 1 AU (Frank,M0 D 10~8 M
_King, & Raine 1985). Accretion rates may also vary if the
disk equilibrium is perturbed. Thermal instabilities in the
disk can be on the order of D1 day in the inner disk region
given the uncertainty in a (Frank et al. 1985). Another pos-
sible mechanism that may lead to variable mass accretion
rates in the inner disk is a time-variable magnetic Ðeld. In
the current paradigm of magnetospheric accretion, the size
of the inner hole of a circumstellar disk in steady state is a
function of the mass accretion rate and the stellar magnetic
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
5 Herbst & Shevchenko (1999) suggested that changes in the accretion
luminosity produce the irregular optical photometric variability sometimes
observed in stars more massive than typical CTTSs, or type III variability
in the Herbst et al. (1994) classiÐcation scheme. Grinin, Rostopchina, &
Shakhovskoi (1998), however, attribute type III variability to variable cir-
cumstellar extinction.
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Ðeld strength 1991). If the magnetic Ðeld strength(Ko nigl
varies in time, the magnetosphere will intersect the disk at a
radius other than the corotation radius, which will modu-
late the accretion Ñow in the inner disk. Armitage (1995)
and Clarke et al. (1995 ; see also Kenyon et al. 1996) invoked
this model to explain the variability characteristics in T
Tauri stars over many years, but since the viscous timescale
in the inner disk approaches D10 days for large values of a,
this may contribute to shorter term variability as well.
Finally, the growth time of a warping instability in the inner
disk, which may lead to variations in the amount of repro-
cessed emission, is D6 days (Lai 1999).
6.3.2. Comparison with Observations
The observed timescales of the near-infrared Ñuctuations
rule out any global changes in the disk mass accretion rate
(expected on timescales yr, if indeed occurring) as theZ103
origin of the near-infrared variability observed here. Short-
term variations in the mass accretion rate or geometry in
the inner disk are somewhat speculative, and it is not clear
that they can in fact produce variability on timescales of
days. Nonetheless, the following discussion considers short-
term variations in the disk properties as possible origins of
the observed near-infrared photometric Ñuctuations.
The accretion disk models plotted in Figure 25 reproduce
the observed locus of CTTSs in the J[H versus H[K
scolor-color diagram (Meyer et al. 1997), and this observed
CTTS locus slope is indicated in Figure 20. In the J[H
versus diagram, the variable stars follow anH[K
sobserved slope that is steeper on average than expected
from a time-variable disk (although extinction and hot
spots are no more successful in uniquely explaining the
observed slopes). In the color-magnitude diagrams, the
observed slopes are positive, while the predicted slopes from
the disk models are distinctly negative. Thus, the majority
of the stars exhibiting color variability cannot have their
variability explained solely by these disk models. However,
a small number of stars (D17) do have negative observed
slopes in the versus diagram (see, e.g., Fig. 8) thatK
s
H[K
sagree quantitatively with expectations from the disk
models. In fact, seven of the 17 stars with signiÐcant nega-
tive slopes may have a near-infrared excess indicative of a
circumstellar disk. About half of the stars with negative
slopes do not show a near-infrared excess, although it
should be noted that not all stars with excesses will beK
sidentiÐed in the J[H versus diagram.H[K
sFinally, we brieÑy discuss the limits set by our data on the
frequency of FU Orionis type bursts, in which a star bright-
ens by several magnitudes in year, presumably as a[1
result of a dramatic increase in accretion driven by large-
scale disk instabilities (Hartmann, Kenyon, & Hartigan
1993). All stars brighter than in the 2000 MarchÈK
s
\ 14
April data are apparent in the 1998 March images, and the
largest observed change in the magnitudes is 1.7K
s
-band
mag, with an approximately equal number of stars decreas-
ing in brightness by over 1 mag as increasing over this D2
year period. Thus, no convincing evidence exists for an FU
Orionis type burst in these monitoring observations. A
lower limit on the timescale for such bursts is given then by
the number of stars in the Orion A molecular cloud
(D2700 ; see Appendix) and the time spanned by the obser-
vations (D2 yr), or years. This is consistent with theZ5400
timescale between FU Orionis bursts commonly assumed
(D104 yr ; Herbig 1977 ; Hartmann et al. 1993).
6.4. Eclipsing Systems
Although the above mechanisms are the leading candi-
dates to account for most of the observed near-infrared
variability, a small number of systems have variability
properties consistent with eclipsing binary systems. This
type of variability is distinguished by simultaneous drops in
the J, H, and amplitudes on a single observation for theK
s1 day time interval of our observations (e.g., BM Ori in Fig.
6). As an initial screening for potential eclipsing systems, the
2000 MarchÈApril data were searched for stars in which at
least two of the three bands decreased in brightness by more
than 5 p from the mean magnitude, where p is the observed
photometric rms after excluding the faintest 20% of the
measurements (so as to exclude the actual eclipses from the
rms measurements). These criteria yielded 73 stars, all of
which were previously identiÐed as variable based on the
Stetson index or other criteria. The light curves for these
stars were then visually inspected to identify possible eclips-
ing systems. The 22 candidate eclipsing systems in our
sample are listed in Table 4. All but two of these stars are
located within the spatial boundaries of the stellar density
enhancement identiÐed here (see Appendix) and are likely
preÈmain-sequence stars. If these stars can be veriÐed as
eclipsing systems and followed up spectroscopically to
determine the orbital elements, they can provide a valuable
means to measure the stellar masses and test preÈmain-
sequence evolutionary tracks. Only one candidate in our
list, BM Ori, is known to be an eclipsing system from pre-
vious studies (e.g., Antokhina, Ismailov, & Cherepashchuk
1989). For the remaining sources, either the drop in the J,
H, and amplitudes does not repeat within the time rangeK
scovered by these observations, or the star exhibits addi-
tional variability characteristics such that the amplitude
drops may be attributed to other phenomena. The eclipsing
nature of these systems thus remains to be conÐrmed.
7. DISCUSSION
Although the current data are not sufficient to uniquely
identify the predominant variability mechanisms on a star-
by-star basis, we can make a few general statements about
the origins of the observed near-infrared variability. Rota-
tional modulation by cool spots is the leading candidate for
the low-amplitude variables, since many of these stars have
photometric characteristics analogous to type I optical
variability (Herbst et al. 1994). Approximately 56%È77% of
the variable stars may have variability attributed to cool-
spot modulation. The origin of the variability in stars that
exhibit color changes is not clear. Hot spots, extinction, and
accretion disk phenomenon can explain the coarse proper-
ties of these stars, but the detailed correlation between the
colors and magnitudes cannot be accounted for by any
single mechanism. The largest discrepancy is among pho-
tometric correlations involving the photometryK
s
-band







tively cool variability phenomena are present in many of
the stars. This suggests that either (1) the hot-spot and extinc-
tion models used here are too simplistic, (2) a process not
identiÐed in this study is contributing to the variability, or
(3) several of these mechanisms are operative in any indi-
vidual star. It would not be surprising, and could possibly
even be expected, that more than one variability mechan-
ism is present, since several of the identiÐed phenomena
(hot spots, extinction, and accretion variability) are all
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related to the presence of a circumstellar disk. Because
extinction tends to make stars fainter, while hot spots and
accretion tend to make stars brighter, the net result upon
the photometric properties of any individual star is not easy
to predict.
Evidence for multiple variability mechanisms within a
single star is in fact available for a few objects. YY Ori,
shown in Figure 8, is the namesake for a class of objects
displaying broad, inverse P Cygni absorption lines that
indicate matter infalling onto the star at nearly free-fall
velocities (Walker 1972). YY Orionis stars generally have
ultraviolet excesses (Walker 1983), presumably a result of
the accretion shock that develops when infalling material
impacts the star. YY Ori is suspected to contain a hot spot
on the basis of optical observations (Bertout et al. 1996),
which will also contribute to near-infrared variability.
However, the near-infrared observations are best explained
by variations in the accretion disk properties (see Fig. 8).6
Other stars in our survey show evidence for multiple varia-
bility mechanisms within the actual near-infrared data. The
star shown in Figure 10, for example, initially shows photo-
metric Ñuctuations most consistent with extinction but then
shows a clear near-infrared excess that subsequently disap-
pears. As another example, the long-term variable shown in
Figure 13 faded at J band over a 2 year time period while
simultaneously brightening at band. This behaviorK
scannot be produced by any single variability mechanism
considered here.
Finally, we brieÑy discuss the implications that near-
infrared variability has for determining the stellar mass and
age distributions in young star-forming regions. These dis-
tributions are frequently established either by modeling the
observed colors and magnitudes of the young stars (e.g.,
Rieke, & 1999 ; Muench, Lada, &Comero n, Neuha user
Lada 2000 ; Hillenbrand & Carpenter 2000) or by combin-
ing photometric and spectroscopic observations (e.g.,
Greene & Meyer 1995 ; Meyer 1996 ; Luhman et al. 1998).
Variability can inÑuence the results, since it sets a limit on
how accurately the luminosity of the star can be measured.
Assuming that the near-infrared variability characteristics
established here are typical of most star-forming regions,
our results suggest that variability will have a relatively
minor e†ect in analyzing the mass and age distributions for
the majority of the stellar population. For a 1 Myr, 0.5 M
_star, the average J-band dispersion of 0.09 mag translates
into a mass and an age uncertainty of D10% (DÏAntona &
Mazzitelli 1997), which are minor relative to current uncer-
tainties in preÈmain-sequence evolutionary tracks. Given
that most stars in the Orion A molecular cloud are not
detected as variable in this study, the mass and age uncer-
tainties for the typical star will be even less. Even for stars
that exhibit large amplitude variability, the color variations
roughly follow the interstellar reddening law, suggesting
that simultaneous observations can reasonably estimate the
extinction from the observed colors and spectral type
(assuming the spectral variability is negligible). However, if
the broadband photometric observations are taken on
ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ
6 The light curves of other YY Orionis stars within our survey region
(Walker 1972 ; Harder, Bertout, & Mennessier 1998) were examined to see
if they also showed negative slopes in the vs. diagram. One (NSK
s
H[K
sOri) shows photometric trends similar to, but more complex than, those of
YY Ori, and three others (CE Ori, SU Ori, and XX Ori), while detected as
variable stars in our data, do not have negative slopes.
separate days, or if the stars exhibit spectral as well as
photometric variability, photometric errors of up to D2
mag may be introduced in estimating the stellar lumi-
nosities, which can lead to mass errors of a factor of 2È3 and
age errors of up to an order of magnitude for a 1 Myr, 0.5
star. Only a small percentage of the stars should beM
_a†ected in this manner, indicating that one must consider
variability in interpreting the tails of mass and age distribu-
tions (see also Hartmann 2001).
8. SUMMARY
We have investigated the J, H, and near-infraredK
svariability characteristics of stars in a regionD0¡.84] 6¡
centered on the Trapezium region of the Orion Nebula
cluster using the southern 2MASS telescope. The primary
set of observations analyzed here were conducted on nearly
a nightly basis for a 1 month time period in 2000 MarchÈ
April, but our observations also include data from 1998
March and 2000 February. These data are used to establish
the near-infrared variability characteristics of young stars
on timescales of D1È36 days, D2 months, and D2 years,
and to investigate possible mechanisms that may cause
near-infrared variability in preÈmain-sequence objects.
Variable stars were identiÐed primarily by quantifying
the correlated photometric Ñuctuations in the J, H, and K
sbands using the Stetson (1996) variability index. The light
curves of the identiÐed stars exhibit a diversity of features
including periodic Ñuctuations, continuous aperiodic varia-
tions over day-long timescales, long-term variability over
D2 years, steady rises or fades, photometric Ñuctuations on
discrete days imposed on otherwise constant brightness
(including eclipses), colorless variability, stars that become
redder as they fade, and stars that become bluer as they
fade. Examples of many of these phenomenon can be found
in Figures 4È13, and light curves for all identiÐed variable
stars can be found in the electronic version of this article.
In total, 1235 variable stars were identiÐed, compared
with the estimated D2700 stars with magnitudes K
s
¹ 14
that are associated with the Orion A molecular cloud. The
observed spatial distribution, magnitude, and colors suggest
that D93% of the variables are preÈmain-sequence stars
associated with Orion A. This sample of variable stars was
analyzed as an ensemble to establish the characteristics of
the amplitude, timescales, and any correlated magnitude-
color Ñuctuations for preÈmain-sequence stars. The mean
peak-to-peak photometric Ñuctuation is D0.2 mag in each
band, although the more extreme variable stars have ampli-
tudes as large as D2 mag. Most of the variability is essen-
tially colorless within the photometric noise, with 77% of
the variable stars having peak-to-peak J[H color varia-
tions less than 0.05 mag. The timescales of the photometric
Ñuctuations as established from the autocorrelation func-
tion are typically less than a few days. Only D2% of the
variable stars were identiÐed based solely on their long-
term variability with amplitude Ñuctuations mag, sug-Z0.1
gesting that most near-infrared variability is a result of
short-term processes.
The variability characteristics established from these
observations constrain the mechanisms that lead to near-
infrared photometric variability in individual sources.
While any variety of mechanism can produce the observed
low-amplitude Ñuctuations, stars with low amplitudes typi-
cally show colorless photometric variations and near-
infrared colors consistent with reddened photospheres (i.e.,
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lack near-infrared excesses), and often they exhibit periodic
photometric Ñuctuations. These characteristics are analo-
gous to those observed in type I optical variability in the
Herbst et al. (1994) classiÐcation scheme, and we suggest
that the variability in 56%È77% of the stars is a result of
rotational modulation by cool spots. Cool spots cannot
explain the 23% of the stars that have color variations
mag, however, and alternate mechanisms were in-Z0.05
vestigated to explain these variability characteristics, inclu-
ding hot spots, extinction, and accretion disks. Rotational
modulation by hot spots and extinction variations can
account for the amplitude of the photometric variations and
the observed correlation between the J and J[H varia-
tions. However, the more extreme variable stars would
require spot temperatures and spot coverages larger than
inferred from optical observations. In addition, neither hot
spots nor extinction can quantitatively explain the corre-
lations between the magnitude and color variations in the





saccount for stars that become bluer as they fade. Accretion
disk models were investigated as another source of near-
infrared variability. By invoking changes in the mass accre-
tion rate or changes in the inner hole radius of the
circumstellar disk (whether by dynamical, opacity, or tem-
perature variations), accretion disk models can account for
the D17 stars that become bluer as they decrease in bright-
ness. Like hot spots and extinction, however, accretion disk
models cannot explain the detailed distribution of stars in
the color-color diagram. This suggests either that another
variability mechanism not considered here may be oper-
ative or that the observed variability represents the net
results of several of these phenomena. In particular, hot
spots, extinction variations, and accretion variations all
relate to the properties of the circumstellar disk, and it is
plausible, if not likely, that more than one of these mecha-
nisms is simultaneously contributing to the near-infrared
variability in many of these stars.
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APPENDIX
THE STELLAR POPULATION IN THE ORION A MOLECULAR CLOUD
Hillenbrand & Hartmann (1998) demonstrated that the
Trapezium cluster, a D3@] 5@ region centered near h1 Ori C
(Herbig & Terndrup 1986), constitutes the core of the Orion
Nebula cluster. They further showed that the Orion Nebula
cluster contains upward of a few thousand stars extended
over at least an 18@ (2.5 pc) region and is elongated along the
direction of the Orion A molecular cloud with an aspect
ratio of D2:1. Ali & DePoy (1995) indicated, though, that
the observed K-band stellar surface density is higher than
the expected Ðeld star density over much of the 39@] 39@
region they surveyed. Carpenter (2000) further found from
analysis of the 2MASS Second Incremental Release data
that the enhanced star counts extend for D2¡ inK
s
-band
declination. The observations obtained here are spatially
more complete than the data analyzed in that study and
allow for a more thorough investigation of the spatial
extent and membership of the northern portion of the
Orion A molecular cloud, as now described.
In general, it is not possible to identify the individual
stars associated with the Orion A molecular cloud from J,
H, and photometry alone unless a star has a near-K
sinfrared excess. Since not all stars have such distinctive
colors, we identiÐed the spatial distribution of stars sta-
tistically by subtracting the expected Ðeld star population
from the observed star counts using the semiempirical pro-
cedure described by Carpenter (2000). BrieÑy, the Ðeld star
contamination in the absence of extinction from the Orion
A molecular cloud itself was assessed using the regions
(a \ 84¡, d \[7¡) and d [[4¡, which are o† of the molec-
ular cloud and away from the stellar density peaks (see Fig.
14). The mean surface density in these regions isK
s
-band
0.66 arcmin~2 for stars brighter than mag andK
s
\ 14.8
0.006 arcmin~2 for the variable stars. These results indicate
that the Ðeld star contamination of the variable population
is only D7%, and it is therefore neglected throughout this
paper. The Ðeld star surface density for the starK
s
¹ 14.8
counts decreases by D10% from to d \[7¡,d [ [4¡.2
which is consistent with the expected variation predicted by
Galactic star-count models due to variations in the Galactic
latitude across the region surveyed (Wainscoat et al. 1992).
The variation with Galactic longitude is predicted to be
D1%. The expected surface density of unreddened Ðeld
stars was estimated by making a linear Ðt to the stellar
surface density map in the o†-cloud regions as a function of
Galactic latitude. Extinction from the Orion A molecular
cloud, however, will decrease the number of background
Ðeld stars predicted by this linear Ðt. The reddened Ðeld star
density as a function of position in the cloud was estimated
using the 13CO (1È0) map from Bally et al. (1987) as a tracer
of the cloud extinction and the Wainscoat et al. (1992) star-
count model to estimate the fraction of Ðeld stars that are
background to the molecular cloud (see Carpenter 2000 for
complete details). This reddened Ðeld star model was sub-
tracted from the observed surface density map to yield the
stellar population associated with the Orion A molecular
cloud.
Generally, the star-count analysis should be performed
over all magnitudes to obtain the most completeK
s
-band
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FIG. 27.ÈSpatial distribution of stars in di†erential magnitude intervals. This Ðgure demonstrates that the stellar population associated with the OrionK
sA molecular cloud is prominent only for At fainter magnitudes, the star counts are dominated by the Ðeld star population.K
s
[ 14.
estimate of the stellar population. In practice, a spatial
enhancement in the stellar surface density is only prominent
at brighter magnitudes, as can be seen in Figure 27, which
shows the spatial distribution of stars in di†erential magni-
tude intervals. An excess of stars is discerned against the
Ðeld star population for magnitudes but it is noK
s
[ 13,
longer prominent at (see also Fig. 15). IncludingK
s
Z 14
the star counts fainter than will add noise to theK
s
\ 14
statistical analysis, and therefore only stars with magni-
tudes were used in this analysis.K
s
¹ 14
The extent and number of stars in the Orion A molecular
cloud were estimated by forming closed contours in the
Ðeld starÈsubtracted surface density map at various density
levels. For each density, we computed the number of
observed stars in excess of the Ðeld star model, the number
of variable stars, and the spatial extent, assuming a distance
of 480 pc (Genzel et al. 1981). The spatial extent is charac-
terized by a major and a minor axis, deÐned as the largest
angular extent in declination at the deÐned surface density
level and the perpendicular angular dimension needed in
order to reproduce the total contour area, respectively. The
lowest surface density considered begins at D1 p (0.25
arcmin~2) above the mean Ðeld star density, where p is the
Poisson noise in the Ðeld star contamination in the absence
of extinction from the molecular cloud. Table 5 summarizes
the angular extent and number of stars as a function of the
surface density. At the lowest surface density level identiÐed
here, the closed contour extends over a region0¡.4] 2¡.4
(3.4 pc] 20 pc) and contains D2700 stars brighter than
These source counts represent a lower limit to theK
s
\ 14.
total stellar population in the northern portion of the Orion
A molecular cloud due to unresolved binaries and the diffi-
culty in identifying point sources in the Trapezium region,
with its bright nebular background and high overall source
density. A more global star-count analysis indicates that
these observations cover the full area of the stellar density
enhancement even though the Orion A molecular cloud
extends further to the southeast (Carpenter 2000). The
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angular extent of the density enhancement is similar to that
seen in OB stars and Ha-emitting objects (Gomez & Lada
1998).
The lowest surface density contour encompasses several
regions that have been previously labeled as individual clus-
ters, including the ONC, the Trapezium (which is now con-
sidered part of the ONC; Hillenbrand & Hartmann 1998),
L1641 N (Strom, Strom, & Merrill 1993 ; Hodapp & Deane
1993), OMC-2 (Jones et al. 1994), smaller groups of stars
associated with low-luminosity IRAS sources (Chen &
Tokunaga 1994), and a more dispersed grouping of stars
near NGC 1977. While each of these regions represents a
local stellar density peak, the results obtained here suggest
that they are all connected as part of an extended ridge of
stars that have formed within a localized region of the
Orion A molecular cloud. This assertion is supported by the
spatial continuity of the enhanced star counts, their close
correspondence to the shape of Orion A molecular cloud
(see Fig. 14), and observational signatures of young stellar
ages (D1 Myr) over the entire region, either from direct
spectroscopic evidence (Hodapp & Deane 1993 ; Hillen-
brand 1997) or from the presence of outÑows and near-
infrared excesses common in preÈmain-sequence stars
(Strom et al. 1993 ; Chen & Tokunaga 1994 ; Jones et al.
1994).
Whether the enhanced ridge of star counts should be
identiÐed as a single object or several clusters is somewhat
ambiguous. Historically, clusters have been deÐned as
gravitationally bound groups of stars. The elongated shape
of the stellar density enhancement observed in Orion A
suggests that it is unlikely it will persist as a bound group
once the molecular gas is dispersed. Localized regions
within the stellar density enhancement may remain gravita-
tionally bound, though, and speciÐcally, the ONC as
deÐned by Hillenbrand & Hartmann (1998) may emerge as
a cluster if a factor of D2 more stars are formed in the 2.5 pc
region centered on the Trapezium. Near-infrared star-count
analyses in the past decade, though, have loosely identiÐed
clusters as groups of stars forming within a localized region
of a molecular cloud that may not necessarily emerge as
gravitationally bound entities. By this deÐnition, the
boundaries of the previously identiÐed ONC, L1641 N, and
OMC-2 clusters are not easily distinguished, and it is not
clear how, or if, the stellar density enhancement should be
divided into separate clusters.
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